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Abstract
Due to recent developments in network infrastructure and both price reduction and
increases in capacity of storage devices, it has become commonplace to archive large
amounts of data. Most of companies store all of their data to their storages. Multiplicity
of companies, organizations, individuals disclose their information through Web pages.
And more in recent years, sensor network devices generate a huge amount of data.
It is important to analyze such large datasets because they may contain new knowl-
edge. By feed-backing new knowledge, it may be possible to explore new kind of values,
such as new market places. However, since human cannot analyze such large data set
manually, the discovery of such knowledge requires data mining technology.
Data mining has been defined as “the nontrivial extraction of implicit, previously,
unknown, and potentially useful information from data”. It is usually used by business
intelligence organizations, and financial analysts. However, recently, it is increasingly
used in science area to extract knowledge from the enormous datasets generated by
modern experimental and observational methods.
The essential roles of various data mining tasks are extracting frequent itemset min-
ing and sequential pattern mining from a large size of data to discover entity(=item or
event) relationships. Conventional researches focused on how to extract frequent item-
sets/sequential patterns in a short response time because the target databases are so
huge that it usually takes long time to extract them.
However, both of frequent itemsets mining and sequential pattern mining have prob-
lems with regarding to usability when we apply them to the datasets, such as difficulties
in specifying parameters, difficulties in interpreting the results of them. Improving us-
ability of them contributes to improving usability in various data mining tasks. From
this points of view, Part I proposes novel algorithms to improve usability in frequent
itemset mining and sequential pattern mining.
The proposing algorithms consist of tree algorithm, “TF2P-growth”, “Hidden Itemset
Mining”, and “Generalized Sequential Pattern Mining with Item Intervals”. “TF2P-
growth” is a novel frequent itemset mining algorithm without any thresholds, which
aims to remove users’ difficulties to specify thresholds at initiating itemset extraction.
“Hidden Itemset Mining” is a new concept itemset mining algorithm that extracts useful
itemsets with low support values, called “Hidden Itemset”. The algorithm aims to
reduce the human cost of interpretation to extract “Hidden Itemset” automatically.
“Generalized Sequential Pattern Mining with Item Intervals” is a new framework for
extracting sequential patterns with item interval information. The algorithm aims to
enrich the information of extract sequential patterns
Based on the evaluations described in this thesis, the proposing three algorithms
are efficient for improving usability in frequent itemset mining and sequential pattern
mining. Improving usability in those two processes can contribute to various kinds of
data mining tasks because of their general versatility. Thus, the proposing algorithms
described in this thesis contribute to improve various kinds of data mining tasks.
Once the relationships are extracted, we need to interpret the relationships to discover
useful knowledge. To discover useful knowledge based on the entity relationships, we usu-
ally apply the appropriate techniques to the relationships. The examples of techniques
are text mining, graph mining, semi-structured mining and web log mining. However,
to discover useful knowledge, some relationships are required to be applied specialized
techniques, say, (customized) applications. As an example of the applications, Part II
proposes a system for detecting auction frauds in Internet auction site. The application
focuses on extracting auction frauds (=knowledge) based on ID relationships (= entity
relationship). Based on the evaluation described in Part II, the system is able to extract
auction fraud communities efficiently so that Internet auction site operators will be able
to detect auction frauds easily.
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Chapter1 Introduction
Due to recent developments in network infrastructure and both price reduction and
increases in capacity of storage devices, it has become commonplace to archive large
amounts of data. Most of companies store all of their data to their storages. Multiplicity
of companies, organizations, individuals disclose their information through Web pages.
And more, in recent years, sensor network devices generate a huge amount of data.
It is important to analyze such large datasets because they may contain new knowl-
edge. By feed-backing new knowledge, it may be possible to explore new kind of values,
such as new market places. However, since human cannot analyze such large datasets
manually, the discovery of such knowledge requires data mining technology.
Data mining has been defined as “the nontrivial extraction of implicit, previously, un-
known, and potentially useful information from data [17]”. It is usually used by business
intelligence organizations, and financial analysts. However, recently, it is increasingly
used in science area to extract knowledge from the enormous data set generated by
modern experimental and observational methods.
The essential role of data various mining tasks are discovering frequent itemsets/sequential
patterns from a large size of data[47, 37, 46]. Frequent itemset mining extracts a set
of itemsets which appear frequently in the database. And sequential pattern mining
extracts ordered list of itemsets which appear frequently in the database. Because of
their general versatility, frequent itemset mining/sequential pattern mining undertakes
various kinds of data mining scheme such as association rules mining[5], correlation rule
mining [53], graph structure mining[2], and semi-structure mining[57, 36].
Frequent itemset mining/sequential pattern mining can be applied to many kinds of
datasets, such as market basket analysis, cross-marketing, Web log analysis, Web link
analysis and DNA sequence analysis. For example, in market basket analysis, frequent
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
patterns represent sets of products which are frequently purchased by the same customer.
And in web log analysis, they represent common behavioral patterns in users’ web page
accessing. Thus, effective and efficient frequent patterns mining and sequential pattern
mining are important research problems in data mining researches.
1.1 Motivation
Conventional researches with regarding to frequent pattern mining focused on how
to extract frequent itemsets and frequent sequential patterns in a short response time,
because target databases are huge so that it takes a long time to extract both frequent
itemsets and sequential patterns [5, 56, 44, 21, 33, 35]. As a result, conventional re-
searches had been enabled us to extract association rules, correlation patterns, frequent
sub-graph structures and frequent semi-structured patterns quickly. However, frequent
itemset mining extracts itemsets which satisfy simple constraint, appearing frequently
more than user-specified minimum support. As a result, we have the following difficulties
when applying them.
Problem 1: Difficulty in Specifying Parameters It is impossible to predict how
many frequent itemsets will be extracted with a user-specified minimum support. Since
users cannot predict the number of frequent itemsets, it is also impossible to predict the
extraction time. As a result, users have difficulties in specifying an appropriate minimum
support value. And more, even if users can specify an appropriate minimum support
threshold, they have to wait the response from mining process until the mining process
is finished in the case of extracting a large number of frequent itemsets. These facts
mean conventional frequent itemset mining algorithms have a problem in difficulties in
specifying thresholds.
Problem 2: High Cost of Interpretation Frequent itemsets are defined as itemsets
which appeared frequently in the target dataset. The target dataset contains data about
past-occurred events. This means, it cannot extract itemsets which was infrequent in
the past. However, among infrequent itemsets, there may be some useful itemsets which
18
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have a possibility to become frequent in the future. Basically, uses have to interpret
and predict such future-oriented itemsets based on the result of frequent itemsets. This
interpretation and prediction is costly and users’ burdens.
In the same way, sequential pattern mining has become faster by conventional researches[48,
29, 30]. However, since extracted frequent sequences represent lists of items which are
sorted by their occurrence, we have the following problem in applying sequential pattern
mining.
Problem 3: Lack of Item Interval Information It is important to identify item
intervals of sequential patterns extracted by sequential pattern mining. For example, a
sequence < A,B > with a 1-day interval and a sequence < A,B > with a 1-year interval
are completely different; the former sequence may have some association, while the latter
may not. Conventional sequential pattern mining cannot identify these two sequences,
therefore, one cannot guess time interval/item interval of extracted frequent sequence
by using conventional sequential pattern mining algorithms. This means, for example,
even if one obtain the frequent sequence < A,B >, the one is not able to understand
when the event “B” will occur once the event “” has occurred.
1.2 Goals
As described above, although speed up of frequent itemset mining/sequential pattern
mining has been achieved by conventional researches, there still remain the problems de-
scribed above. In this part, for the purpose of enhancing usability of frequent/sequential
pattern mining, the following goals are set:
Goal 1 To solve the problem 1, the first goal is to develop a novel frequent itemset
mining algorithm which does not require any thresholds at the initiating mining process.
And it returns a part of frequent itemsets in a short time sequentially.
Goal 2 To solve the problem 2, the second goal is to define a future-oriented data min-
ing scheme and develop a novel mining algorithm for future-oriented data mining. The
19
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term “future-oriented” means “extracting itemsets which are infrequent in the dataset,
but have a possibility to become frequent itemset in the future”.
Goal 3 To solve the problem 3, the third goal is to develop sequential pattern mining
algorithm with item interval. This algorithm must handle two types of item intervals, gap
and time interval. Gap is defined as the number of items between successive items, and
time interval is defined as the length of time between the occurrence times of successive
items.
1.3 Contributions
Contributions of the Part 1 are improving usability in frequent itemset mining and
sequential pattern mining. Improving those two processes can contribute to various
kinds of data mining tasks. In paticular, this part makes the following contributions:
• To achieve the goal 1, this part proposes a novel frequent pattern mining algo-
rithm, called “TF2P-growth”, which does not require any user-specified thresh-
olds. Since TF2P-growth does not require threshold minimum support, users can
initiate mining process easy. Furthermore, TF2P-growth returns frequent itemsets
sequentially descending order of their support value. This means, users can receive
high support itemsets in a short response time. As a result, they are able to initiate
interpretation by using high support patterns quickly.
• To achieve the goal 2, this part proposes a new kinds of itemsets, called “Hidden
Itemset”. Conventional association rules regards “items occurring at the same
time” as associated items. Here, the future-oriented data mining scheme regards
“items occurring around the same time” as over-interpreted associated items. And
the over-interpreted associated itemsets are called “Hidden Itemsets.” By receiving
result of hidden itemsets, users are able to guess future-oriented knowledge so that
they can act what they should do now.
• To achieve the goal 3, this part developed “Generalized Sequential Pattern Mining
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with Item Interval.” The proposing algorithm is able to extract both frequent
sequential patterns with item gap information and frequent sequential patterns
with time interval information so that one can identify item interval of frequent
sequential patterns without re-scanning target dataset.
1.4 Organization of This Part
The remainders of this part are organized as follows:
• Chapter 2 presents the definition of frequent pattern mining and sequential pattern
mining, and shows examples of conventional typical algorithms.
• Chapter 3 proposes TF2P-growth algorithm that require no thresholds.
• Chapter 4 proposes a new mining scheme, called “Hidden Itemset Mining”, and
shows algorithm that extract hidden itemsets.
• Chapter 5 proposes generalized sequential pattern mining algorithm with item
interval.
• Chapter 6 refers to the conclusion and future directions.
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Chapter2 Preliminaries and Related
Works
This chapter introduces preliminaries and related works of frequent itemset mining and
sequential pattern mining. Firstly, definition of frequent itemset mining and sequen-
tial pattern mining are described in 2.1 and 2.2, respectively. Then typical traditional
algorithms that achieved speed up of frequent itemset mining and algorithms with al-
ternative techniques are descrived in 2.3 and 2.4, respectively. After that, a typical
sequential pattern mining algorithm is described in 2.5. Finally, section 2.6 summarizes
traditional algorithms and refers to the problem in usability.
2.1 Definition of Frequent Itemset Mining
Frequent itemset mining was first proposed by R. Agrawal et. al. in 1994[47]. Fre-
quent itemset mining extracts itemsets which occurs more frequently than user-specified
minimum support. The following is the definition of frequent itemset mining.
Let I = {i1, i2, · · · , in} be a set of binary attributes, called items. An itemset X
is a non-empty subset of I. Duple < tid,X > is called a transaction where tid is a
transaction identifier and X is an itemset. A transaction database TDB is a set of
transactions.
Given a transaction database TDB, the support of an itemset X, denoted as sup(X),
is the number of transactions including the itemset X, i.e.,
sup(X) = |{< tid,X > |((tid, Y ) ∈ TDB) ∧ (Y ⊆ X)}| (2.1)
A frequent itemset, denoted FI, is defined as the itemset whose support is higher than
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Table 2.1: Sample TDB
tid Items
100 A, B, C, G
200 A, B, C, F
300 A, B, E
400 A, C, D, E
500 A, B, C, D
the minimum support min sup, i.e.,
FI = {X|sup(X) ≥ min sup ∧ ((tid, Y ) ∈ TDB) ∧ (Y ⊆ X)} (2.2)
For example, given a transaction database TDB as shown in Table 2.1, and set min-
imum support min sup to 3, 7 itemsets < A >, < B >, < C >, < A,B >, < A,C >,
< B,C > and < A,B,C > are extracted as frequent itemsets.
2.2 Definition of Sequential Pattern Mining
Sequential pattern mining was first proposed by R. Agrawal et. al. in 1995[46].
Sequential pattern mining extracts ordered list of itemsets which appears frequently in
sequential database. The following is the definition of sequential pattern mining.
Let I = {i1, i2, · · · , in} be a set of all items. An itemset X is a subset of items sorted
alphabetically. Sequence s is a list of itemsets sorted in ascending order according to
their occurrence time. Sequence s is defined as s =< X1, X2, · · · , Xm >. A sequential
database SDB, which is a target of pattern extraction, is a set consisting of sequence s,
and is defined as SDB = {s1, s2, · · · , st}.
Here, two sequences, α =< X1, X2, · · · , Xp > and β =< X ′1, X ′2, · · · , X ′q > (p ≤ q),
are given. We say that β includes α iff Xi ⊂ X ′i for all {i|1 ≤ i ≤ p}. The support of
sequence α in SDB, denoted as supSDB(α), is the number of the sequences that include
α in SDB. A frequent sequence is defined as a sequence whose support is higher than
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Table 2.2: Example of SDB
SID s(=sequence)
10 < a, (abc), (ac) >
20 < (ad), c >
30 < (ef), (ab) >
the user-specified minimum support, denoted as min sup(0 ≤ min sup ≤ 1). Given
SDB and min sup, sequential pattern mining extracts all the frequent sequences.
For example, given the SDB shown in Table 2.2. ,and set the min sup equal to 0.5,
five frequent sequences < a >, < b >, < c >, < a, c >, and < (ab) >, are extracted.
2.3 Traditional Frequent Itemset Mining Algorithms
Conventional researches on frequent itemset mining focused on how to speed up of the
extraction, because the target database are so huge that it takes long time to extract
frequent ittemsets. Many algorithms have been proposed to resolve this problem. This
section presents examples of such algorithm in detail.
Conventional frequent itemset mining algorithms are classified into two categories: the
“candidate-generation-and-test approach” and the “pattern-growth approach”.
Algorithms in “candidate-generation-and-test approach”, as typified by Apiori[5], gen-
erate candidate of frequent itemsets, then check their support value whether they are
frequent itemsets or not. However, algorithms of this approach have problems as de-
scribed in below:
• They generate a huge amount of candidate of frequent itemsets.
• They need to scan dataset every time they check support value of candidate of
frequent itemsets.
Because of the problems, algorithms in candidate-generation-and-test approach need
to a long time to extract frequent itemsets.
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Most frequent itemset mining algorithms proposed prior to 2000 were based on the
candidate-generation-and-test approach, another approach called pattern-growth has
also been proposed.
Pattern-growth approach algorithms, such as FP-growth[21], scan the dataset only a
few times with transforming the target datasets to particular data structures. Moreover,
pattern-growth approach algorithms extract frequent itemsets without generating any
candidates. Thus, in most cases, algorithms based on the pattern-growth approach
extract frequent itemsets faster than those based on the candidate-generation-and-test
approach.
Table 2.3 summarizes traditional frequent itemsets mining algorithms. As shown
in Table 2.3, algorithms proposed prior to 2000 are based on “candidate-generation-
and-test” approach[44, 56, 39, 52]. They are extended algorithms based on Apriori to
shoten extraction time. Algorithm proposed after 2000 are based on “pattern-growth”
approach[21, 49, 45, 33, 35]. They employ specific data structures to compress target
dataset, then extract patterns by referring their own data structures.
The latter of this section shows examples of the traditional frequent itemset mining
algorithms. As an example of “candidate-generation-and-test” approach algorithms,
this section describes Apriori algorithm[5] in sub-section 2.3.1, because most algorithm
in “candidate-and-test” algorithms employ its principle, called “Apriori property”. As
an example of “pattern-growth approach algorithms”, this section explains Fp-growth
algorithm[21] in sub-section 2.3.2, since Fp-growth is the first algorithm among “pattern-
growth” algorithms.
2.3.1 Apriori[5]
Apriori is the most famous algorithm[5] in candidate-generation-and-test approach
algorithms. It has been proposed by R. Agrawal et. al. in 1994.
The theory of Apriori is based on the fact that “the itemset X ′ containing itemset X
is never frequent if itemset X is infrequent”. Based on the theory, Apriori iteratively
generates a set of candidate frequent itemsets whose lengths are (k + 1) from the k-
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Table 2.3: Traditional Frequent Itemset Mining Algorithms
Algorithms Year Description
candidate-generation-and-test approach algorithms
Apriori[5] 1994 The most basic algorithm in candidate-generation-and-
test approach
Partition[56] 1995 Apriori variant which reduces the number of TDB scan
SEAR[39] 1995 Apriori variant which reduce the size of memory usage
by storing itemsets to prefix-tree instead of hash-tree
DIC[52] 1997 Apriori variant which reduce the number of TDB scan
DHP[44] 1998 Apriori variant which reduce the number of candidate
itemsets
pattern-growth approach algorithms
FP-growth[21] 2000 Extracting itemsets with original data structure, called
FP-tree
H-Mine[33] 2001 Efficient algorithm for sparse dataset by using original
dataset, called H-struct
PD[45] 2001 Extracting itemset with removing infrequent itemsets
from original dataset
FP-growth*[18] 2003 Improved FP-growth for sparse dataset
itemsets (for k ≥ 1). Then, their corresponding supports are checked.
There are many variants that have improved on Apriori by further reducing the number
of candidates generated[44], by reducing the number of TDB scans[56, 52], or by reducing
the size of memory usage[39].
2.3.2 FP-growth[21]
In 2000, Han et al. proposed the FP-growth algorithm —the first pattern-growth
approach algorithm—. FP-growth constructs an FP-tree structure and extracts frequent
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itemsets by traversing the constructed FP-tree. The FP-tree structure is an extended
prefix-tree structure involving crucial condensed information of frequent itemsets.
FP-tree structure
The FP-tree structure has sufficient information to extract complete frequent itemsets.
It consists of a prefix-tree of frequent 1-itemset and a frequent-item header table. Each
node in the prefix-tree has three fields: item-name, count, and node-link.
• item-name is the name of the item.
• count is the number of transactions that consist of the frequent 1-items on the
path from root to this node.
• node-link is the link to the next same item-name node in the FP-tree.
Each entry in the frequent-item header table has two fields: item-name and head of
node-link.
• item-name is the name of the item.
• head of node-link is the link to the first same item-name node in the prefix-tree.
Construction of FP-tree
FP-growth has to scan the TDB twice to construct an FP-tree. The first scan retrieves
a set of frequent items from the TDB. Then, the retrieved frequent items are ordered
by descending order of their supports. The ordered list is called an F-list. In the second
scan, a tree whose root node R labeled with “null” is created. Then, the following steps
are applied to every transaction in the TDB. Here, let a transaction represent [p|P ]
where p is the first item of the transaction and P is the remaining items.
• In each transaction, infrequent items are discarded.
• Then, only the frequent items are sorted by the same order of F-list.
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function insert tree([p|P ], R){
let N be a direct child node of R, such that N ’s item-name=p’s item-name.
if(R has a direct child node N){
increment N ’s count by 1.
}
else{
create a new node M linked under the R.
set M ’s item-name equal to p.
set M ’s count equal to 1.
}
if(P 6= φ){
let p′ be the first 1-itemset in P.
let P ′ be the remaining 1-itemset list in P.
call insert tree([p′|P ′], R).
}
else {
exit.
}
}
Figure 2.1: Pseudo code of insert tree([p|P ], R)
• Call insert tree(p|P,R) to construct an FP-tree.
The function insert tree(p|P,R) appends a transaction [p|P ] to the root node R of
the tree T . Pseudo code of the function insert tree(p|P,R) is shown in Figure 2.1.
An example of an FP-tree is shown in Figure 2.2. This FP-tree is constructed from
the shown in Table 2.4 with min sup = 3. In Figure 2.2, every node is represented by
(item − name : count). Links to next same item-name node are represented by dotted
arrows.
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Table 2.4: Sample TDB
TID Items Frequent Items
100 f, a, c, d, g, i, m, p f, c, a, m, p
200 a, b, c, f, l, m, o f, c, a, b, m
300 b, f, g, i, o f, b
400 b, c, d, k, p c, b, p
500 a, f, c, e, l, p, m, k f, c, a, m, p
FP-growth
FP-growth extracts frequent itemsets from an FP-tree. To generate complete frequent
itemsets, FP-growth traverses all the node-links from “head of node-links” in the FP-
tree’s header table. For any frequent item ai, all possible frequent itemsets including ai
can be mined by following ai’s node-link starting from ai’s head in the FP-tree header
table.
In detail, ai’s prefix path from ai’s node to root node is extracted at first. Then, the
prefix path is transformed into ai’s conditional itemset base, which is a list of items that
occur before ai with the support values of all the items along the list. Then, FP-growth
constructs ai’s conditional FP-tree containing only the paths in ai’s conditional pattern
base. It then extracts all the frequent itemsets including item ai from ai’s conditional
FP-tree.
For example, following describes how to extract all the frequent itemsets including
item p from the FP-tree shown in Figure 2.2. For node p, FP-growth extracts a frequent
itemset (p:3) by traversing p’s node-links through node (p:2) to node (p:1). Then, it
generates p’s prefix paths; < f :4,c:3,a:3,m:2> and < c:1,b:1>. To study which items
appear together with p, the transformed path < f :2,c:2,a:2,m:2> is generated from
< f :4,c:3,a:3,m:2> because the support value of p is 2. Similarly, we have < c:1,b:1>.
The set of these paths {(f :2,c:2,a:2,m:2),(c:1,b:1)} is called ’s conditional pattern base.
FP-growth then constructs p’s conditional FP-tree containing only the paths in p’s
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Figure 2.2: FP-tree structure constructed by sample TDB which shown in Table2.4
conditional pattern base as shown in Figure 2.3. As only c is an item occurring more
than min sup appearing in p’s conditional pattern base, p’s conditional FP-tree leads to
only one branch (c:3). Hence, only one frequent pattern (cp:3) is extracted. The final
frequent patterns including item p are (p:3) and (cp:3).
2.4 Alternative Techniques on Frequent Itemset Mining
Traditional frequent itemset mining algorithms return all frequent itemsets which sat-
isfy minimum support constraint. In most cases, the number of returned frequent item-
sets is so huge that users have difficulty in finding new knowledge from such a huge
number of frequent itemsets. To resolve this problem, “maximal frequent itemset
mining” and “closed frequent itemset mining” have been proposed.
Traditional frequent itemset algorithm require minimum support threshold at initiat-
ing pattern extraction. However, it is impossible to predict how many frequent itemsets
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Figure 2.3: p-conditional FP-tree structure
are extracted with user-specified minimum support. If users failed to specify minimum
support threshold too small, it takes long time to extract frequent itemsets and they
receive huge number of frequent itemsets. On the other hand, if users failed to specify
minimum support threshold too large, instead of a short response time, they receive less
number of frequent itemsets. To resolve this problem, “Top-k itemset mining” has
been proposed.
This section describes these three alternative techniques on frequent itemset mining
and show examples of algorithms.
2.4.1 Maximal Frequent Itemset Mining
Maximal frequent itemset mining returns only maximal frequent itemset to users.
The purpose of returning maximal frequent itemsets is to reduce the number of returning
itemsets without decreasing information amount as much as possible. Here, the definition
of maximal frequent itemset is described below:
Definition1 (Maximal frequent itemsets) A itemset X is defined as a maximal
frequent itemset iff the following two conditions are satisfied simultaneously:
1. The support value of X is higher than min sup.
2. There exists no itemset X ′ whose support value is higher than min sup, where X ′
is any superset of X.
There are many maximal frequent itemset mining algorithms[6, 4, 51, 8, 34, 19].
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2.4.2 Closed Itemset Mining Mining
Similar to the maximal frequent itemset mining, the closed frequent itemset mining
extracts only closed frequent itemsets[58, 27, 31, 16]. The definition of closed frequent
itemset is described below.
Definition2 (Closed Frequent itemsets) A itemset is defined as a closed frequent
itemset iff the following two conditions are satisfied simultaneously:
1. The support value of X is higher than min sup.
2. There exists no itemset X ′ whose support value is higher than min sup, where X ′
is a superset of X and is included in all the transactions that include X.
2.4.3 Top-k Frequent Itemset Mining
Generally, it is difficult to predict how many frequent itemsets will be mined from
a user-specified min sup. If min sup is low, a huge number of frequent itemsets are
mined. On the other hand, if the min sup is large, a small number of frequent itemsets
are mined. Thus, it is difficult for users to decide the min sup value.
To avoid such difficulties, the Top-k mining concept was proposed to mine the most
frequent itemsets with descending order of support without specifying min sup[3][25].
Here, the Top-k frequent itemsets are defined as the follow.
Definition3 (Top-k frequent itemsets) When itemsets which appear in the target
dataset are aligned by their support in descending order, the support of the k-th itemset
is denoted as α. Then, the Top-k frequent itemsets are defined as the itemsets whose
support values are higher than sup(α).
2.5 Sequential Pattern Mining Algorithms
Many sequential pattern mining algorithms, such as GSP[48], PrefixSpan[29][30],
SPADE[64], and SPAM[23], have been proposed to shorten the extraction time. This
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section presents an example of sequential pattern mining. Sequential pattern min-
ing algorithm can also classify the two approaches, “candidate-generation-and-test”
approach and “pattern-growth” algorithm. GSP[48] is the most basic algorithm in
“candidate-generation-and-test” approach. In the case of “pattern-growth” algorithm,
PrefixSpan[29][30] is the most basic one. The latter of this section describes PrefixSpan[29][30]
algorithms.
2.5.1 PrefixSpan Algorithm[29][30]
Pei et al. proposed PrefixSpan in 2000 as a fast sequential pattern mining algorithm[29][30].
PrefixSpan extracts frequent sequences with depth-first search by executing SDB pro-
jection operations recursively. PrefixSpan consists of SDB projection operation, which
is the most important process in the algorithm. The SDB projection operation can be
explained as follows.
Let α =< X1, X2, · · · , Xp >. When there exists an integer j (1 ≤ j ≤ p) that satisfies
Xn ⊆ Xj and Xn * Xk for all k (1 ≤ k ≤ j − 1), a sequence < X1, X2, · · · , Xj−1, Xn >
is defined as a prefix of α with regard to Xn, denoted as Prefix(α,Xn). The remaining
sequence < X ′j , Xj+1, · · · , Xp−1, Xp > is defined as a postfix of α with regard to Xn,
denoted as Postfix(α,Xn), where X ′j is the subset of Xj from which all items also
including in Xn are excluded. On the other hand, when there exists no integer j, both
Prefix(α,Xn) and Postfix(α,Xn) are defined as φ.
Then, let β =< X1, X2, · · · , Xp−1, Xp >, (p ≥ 1) and t be any sequence in SDB. The
β-projected database, denoted as SDB|β, is a collection of sequences s and defined as
follows.
SDB|β = {s|s = Postfix(t, β) ∧ s 6= φ} (2.3)
The β-projected database is a collection of projected sequences, which are postfixes of
the sequence included in SDB, with regard to β, and β is called a projection sequence
of SDB|β.
As an example, the latter describes how PrefixSpan extracts frequent sequences from
SDB shown in Table 2.5, withmin sup = 0.5. Figure 2.4 shows the projection operation
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Table 2.5: Example of SDB
SID s(=sequence)
10 < a, (abc), (ac) >
20 < (ad), c >
30 < (ef), (ab) >
process in this example.
1. Scan SDB once to find all frequent items; they are < a >, < b >, and < c >,
where supSDB(< a >) = 3, supSDB(< b >) = supSDB(< c >) = 2.
2. Generate SDB| < a >, then scan SDB| < a > to find all the frequent sequences
with a single item. Frequent sequences with a single item in SDB| < a > are < c >
and < ( b) >. This means that < a, c > and < (ab) > are frequent sequences.
3. Generate SDB| < a, c >; however, there is no frequent sequence with a single item
in SDB| < a, c >.
4. Generate SDB| < (ab) >; however, there is no frequent sequence with a single
item in SDB| < (ab) >.
5. Terminate extraction of frequent sequences containing < a > as a prefix. Then,
initiate extraction of frequent sequences that include < b > as a prefix.
6. However, there are no frequent sequences with a single item in SDB| < b >.
Terminate extraction of frequent sequences containing < b > as a prefix. Then,
initiate extraction of frequent sequences that include < c > as a prefix.
7. As there are no frequent sequences with a single item in SDB| < c >, terminate
extraction of frequent sequences that include < c > as a prefix.
8. Terminate frequent sequence generation.
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Figure 2.4: Running Example of PrefixSpan Algorithm
2.6 Summary
This chapter described preliminaries of frequent itemset mining/sequential pattern
mining, and showed some examples of well-known algorithm which achieved short ex-
traction time. Traditional frequent itemset mining and sequential pattern mining can
divide into 2 categories, “candidate-generation-and-test” approach and “pattern-growth”
approach. Algorithms in “candidate-generation-and-test” approach extract frequent
itemsets/frequent sequences by generating candidates of frequent itemset and check-
ing them whether they are frequent or not. Algorithms in “pattern-growth” approaches
extract frequent itemsets/sequences with converting dataset to specific data structures
and extract frequent itemsets/sequences based on their data structures. Conventional
algorithms achieve short response time even if we apply large datasets.
However, when users apply conventional frequent itemset mining / sequential pattern
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mining, they have following problems:
Difficulties in Specifying Parameters Frequent itemset mining and sequential pat-
tern mining require user-specified parameters, i.e. minimum support threshold, at ini-
tiating extraction. Usually, specifying the minimum support threshold is difficult for
users. When they specify too large minimum support, it returns few patterns. When
they specify too small minimum support, it retunes too many patterns. Although, Top-k
mining, which requires the number of frequent patterns at the initiating extraction, have
been proposed. Top-k mining enables to reduce the difficulties in some degree. How-
ever, the Top-k mining still requires a threshold k and users have to decide the value
of k at the initiation: users cannot predict how many frequent patterns are required for
interpretation before initiating extraction. To resolve this problem, this part proposes a
novel frequent itemset mining algorithm which does not require any threshold in chapter
3.
High Cost of Interpretation Frequent itemsets, the result of frequent itemsets min-
ing, are itemsets which appeared frequently in the target database. This means, it cannot
extract itemsets which was infrequent in the past. However among the infrequent item-
sets, there may be useful patterns that represent new knowledge. Usually, users need
to interpret and predict such future-oriented itemsets based on the frequent itemsets.
This interpretation cost is costly. It will be useful if such future-oriented itemsets can
be extracted automatically. From this point of view, this part defines a novel kind of
itemsets, called “Hidden Itemsets”, and proposes an algorithm for extracting “Hidden
Itemsets” in chapter 4.
Lack of Item Interval Information Sequential patterns are defined as ordered list
of items which appeared in the target dataset. Generally, sequential patterns have much
information compared to frequent itemsets, since they contain items’ occurrence order
information. However, although sequential patterns contain items’ occurrence order
information, they don’t contain items’ occurrence interval information. This means,
users can predict what event will happen once an event occurred, but they cannot
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predict when the event will happen based on sequential patterns. From this point of
view, this part proposes a framework for extracting sequential patterns with item interval
information in chapter 5.
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Chapter3 TF2P-growth: An Efficient
Algorithm for Mining
Frequent Itemsets without
any Thresholds
As described in section 2.3, conventional frequent itemset mining algorithms require
some user-specified minimum support, and then extract frequent itemsets with support
values that are higher than the minimum support. As it is difficult to predict how
many frequent itemsets will be extracted with a specified minimum support, the Top-
k frequent itemset mining has been proposed1. The Top-k frequent itemset mining is
based on an algorithm for mining frequent itemsets without a minimum support, but
with the number of most k frequent itemsets ordered according to their support values.
However, the Top-k frequent itemset mining still requires a threshold k. Therefore,
users must decide the value of k before initiating mining. This chapter proposes a new
mining algorithm, called “TF2P-growth,” which does not require any thresholds. This
algorithm extracts itemsets with the descending order of their support values without
any thresholds and returns frequent itemsets to users sequentially with short response
time.
3.1 Introduction
As described in section2.6, users have difficulties in specifying an appropriate minimum
support constraint, since it is impossible to predict how many frequent itemsets will be
1the Top-k frequent itemset mining was described in Sub-section2.4.3.
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extracted and how long it takes to extract frequent itemsets with a minimum support
value. At this point, minimum support based frequent itemset mining has disadvantage
in usability. To resolve this problem, Top-k frequent itemset mining has been proposed.
The Top-k frequent itemset mining returns the most k frequent itemsets.
With regard to usability, the Top-k frequent itemset mining is important, because the
user does not have to specify a minimum support, which is usually difficult to choose
when mining a moderate number of frequent itemsets. The Top-k frequent itemset
mining algorithms Itemset-Loop/Itemset-iLoop and TFP-Mining were proposed by Fu
et al.[3] and Han et al.[25] in 2000 and 2002, respectively.
Itemset-Loop/Itemset-iLoop extracts the most k-frequent itemsets with lengths shorter
than the user-specified value of m. In contrast, TFP-Mining mines the most k-closed
frequent itemsets with lengths longer than the user-specified value of m. However, such
Top-k frequent itemset mining algorithms still require a threshold k before the initiation
of mining. Therefore, users must decide the value of k. When the value of k is too large,
extracting frequent itemsets takes a long time. In contrast, using a value of k that is too
small usually results in mining only useless itemsets even though the extracting time is
short. Therefore, there are still some difficulties in specifying the value of k.
This chapter proposes a new mining algorithm, called “TF2P-growth,” which does not
require any threshold values. TF2P-growth, based on FP-growth[21], extracts itemsets
with descending order of support values. Then, it returns frequent itemsets to users
sequentially with a short response time.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 presents problems
with Top-k frequent itemset mining algorithms. Section 3.3 proposes Top-k Fp-growth
algorithm, which is Top-k frequent itemset mining algorithm. Here, the proposing algo-
rithm, TF2P-growth, is extended algorithm based on the Topk FP-growth. Then section
3.4 proposes TF2P-growth algorithm, which does not require any threshold. Section 3.5
reports the performance evaluation of the proposed method. Section 3.6 summarizes
this work.
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3.2 Problems with Top-k Frequent Mining Algorithms
The Top-k frequent itemset mining is important to enhance usability for real appli-
cations for data mining. However, the Top-k frequent itemset mining still requires a
threshold k and users must decide the value of k before initiating mining.
The proposed algorithm, “TF2P-growth,” extracts itemsets with descending order of
support values without specifying any thresholds. Then, it returns frequent itemsets to
users sequentially with short response times.
3.3 Top-k FP-growth
The proposing Top-k FP-growth algorithm is the base algorithm of TF2P-growth.
This algorithm generates Top-k itemsets without a threshold of min sup but with a
threshold k value.
3.3.1 Extension from FP-growth
To reduce additional computation, FP-growth is extended for Top-k FP-growth in
three points;
1. setting the internal threshold Border sup
2. reducing the number of itemsets generated from the FP-tree
3. outputting frequent itemsets
Setting of Border sup
Definition 3.1 (Border sup) Border sup is defined as the support value of k-th
frequent 1-itemset. This means that there are at least k 1-itemsets with support values
higher than Border sup.
Top-k FP-growth constructs an FP-tree using Border sup as a threshold. Border sup
is an internal threshold and its value is defined automatically. Thus, users do not have
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Table 3.1: Sample TDB
TID Items Frequent Items
100 f, a, c, d, g, i, m, p f, c, a, m, p
200 a, b, c, f, l, m, o f, c, a, b, m
300 b, f, g, i, o f, b
400 b, c, d, k, p c, b, p
500 a, f, c, e, l, p, m, k f, c, a, m, p
to be concerned with Border sup. In concrete terms, frequent items, which are the
primitives of FP-tree construction, are 1-itemsets whose support values are higher than
Border sup.
[Lemma] If the support value of 1-itemset t is lower than Border sup, t cannot be
used to generate most k frequent itemsets.
[Rationale] Let α be any 1-itemset whose support is lower than Border sup. Let β
be any itemset. Then, the following expression is satisfied.
sup({α, β}) ≤ sup({α}) < Border sup (3.1)
The above expression shows that the support values of any itemsets including the
1-itemset whose support value is lower than Border sup are lower than Border sup. In
addition, it is clear that the number of itemsets whose support values are higher than
Border sup is more than k, based on the definition of Border sup. Thus, we are able to
limit the number of frequent 1-itemsets that are primitives of the FP-tree to the number
of 1-itemsets whose support values are more than Border sup.
For example, given the TDB shown in Table 3.2, with k=6, Border sup is 3 because
the support value of the 6-th frequent 1-itemset is 3. Thus, the primitives of the FP-tree
becomes f , c, a, b, m, and p.
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Figure 3.1: Ruduction of memory space by using Border sup
Reducing the number of itemsets generated from the FP-tree
Itemset extraction from the constructed FP-tree by traversing all items’ node-link
drives more than k itemsets. To reduce both the number of itemsets generated and the
number of traversing node-links, a “Reduction Array” is adopted in Top-k FP-growth
as shown in Figure 3.2. Top-k FP-growth stores both the itemsets generated from the
FP-tree and their support values sequentially into a “Reduction Array.” The primitives
of the Reduction Array are sorted by descending order of their support values after every
traversal of one node-link.
Definition 3.2 (Boundary sup) Boundary sup is the support value of the stored
k-th itemset in the Reduction Array. Initially, Boundary sup is set to 0, but its value
increases after the generation of k itemsets from an FP-tree.
After traversing the node-link of each item α in an FP-tree, but before traversing the
node-link of the next item β in the FP-tree, Top-k FP-growth compares the support value
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Table 3.2: Sample TDB
TID Items Frequent Items
100 f, a, c, d, g, i, m, p f, c, a, m, p
200 a, b, c, f, l, m, o f, c, a, b, m
300 b, f, g, i, o f, b
400 b, c, d, k, p c, b, p
500 a, f, c, e, l, p, m, k f, c, a, m, p
of item β (= sup(β)) with Boundary sup. If the expression sup(β) < Boundary sup
is satisfied, it terminates itemset generation from the FP-tree. On the other hand, if
the expression Boundary sup is not satisfied, it continues itemset extraction from the
FP-tree.
The reason why traversal of node-links is terminated if the support value of the next
item is lower than Boundary sup is described below.
None of the itemsets generated after traversing the node-link of item β have support
values higher than sup(β). Thus, if the expression sup(β) < Boundary sup is satisfied,
no itemsets including item β have support values that are higher than Boundary sup.
Moreover, every item γ located under the item β in the FP-tree’s header table and
all of the itemsets generated by traversing the node-link of item γ have support values
lower than Boundary sup. Thus, Top-k FP-growth can generate Top-k itemsets in
proportion even if the generation of itemsets from the FP-tree terminates when the
expression sup(β) < Boundary sup is satisfied.
An example of the Reduction Array is shown in Figure 3.2. Figure 3.2 shows a
Reduction Array after traversal of the node-link of an item a, given the shown in Table
3.2 with k = 6. In Figure 3.2, as the support value of the 6-th itemset {c, a} is 3,
Boundary sup is defined as 3. Before traversing the next node-link of an item {b},
Top-k FP-growth compares sup(b) with Boundary sup. In this case, as sup(b) equals
Boundary sup, Top-k FP-growth continues traversing the node-link of item {b}.
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Figure 3.2: Reduction Array when Top-k FP-growth finished traversing item {a}’s node-
link (k = 6)
Output of frequent itemsets
Even if we adopt both extension a) and extension b), the number of frequent itemsets
generated from the FP-tree is still greater than k. Thus, Top-k FP-growth outputs the
most k frequent itemsets referring to the Reduction Array by descending order of their
support values.
3.3.2 Top-k FP-growth Algorithm
The Top-k FP-growth algorithm is shown below.
INPUT TDB, k(number of frequent itemsets)
OUTPUT most k frequent itemsets (descending order)
METHOD
1. Scan TDB, count support of all 1-itemsets.
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2. Set Border sup to the support value of k-th 1-itemset (descending order). Then,
generate an F-list.
3. Construct an FP-tree according to the F-list.
4. Generate frequent itemsets from the FP-tree. During generation, at every traversal
of a node-link, re-calculate Boundary sup for reduction of the number of itemsets
generated.
5. Output the most k frequent itemsets among generated itemsets from the FP-tree,
referring to the Reduction Array.
3.4 TF2P-growth
Like other Top-k frequent itemset mining algorithms, users still have to specify the
value k before execution of Top-k FP-growth proposed in 3.3. To resolve this problem,
this section proposes TF2P-growth based on Top-k FP-growth. TF2P-growth extracts
frequent itemsets with descending order of support values without specifying any thresh-
olds. The extracted frequent itemsets are output to users every nc-itemsets, where nc is
the chunk size. By default, nc is set to 10002.
The process of the TF2P-growth algorithm described below. Users initiate TF2P-
growth without specifying any thresholds. Then, it sequentially returns the Top 1000
itemsets, Top 1001 to 2000 itemsets, Top 2001 to 3000 itemsets, etc. Once users have
received the Top 1000 itemsets, they can initiate interpretation of these itemsets. When
the user is satisfied with the extracted frequent itemsets, they can terminate mining, or
they may terminate mining whenever they want.
As the initial results are the Top-nc itemsets, which can be set to a small number, it
is possible to shorten the response time from initiation of the mining until generation of
the first part of the results.
2Users may change the chunk size n to any number.
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3.4.1 TF2P-growth algorithm
The TF2P-growth algorithm is shown below.
INPUT TDB
OUTPUT frequent itemsets (descending order of their support)
METHOD
1. Scan TDB to count support of all 1-itemsets.
2. Set i to 1.
3. Set n to nc × i, where nc is 1000 by default.
4. Set Border sup to the support value of the n-th 1-itemset (descending order).
Then, generate an F-list.
5. Construct an FP-tree according to the F-list.
6. Generate frequent itemsets from the FP-tree. During generation, at every node-
link traversal, re-calculate Boundary sup for reduction of the number of itemsets
generated.
7. Output the (nc× (i− 1)+ 1)th to (nc× i)th frequent itemsets among the itemsets
generated from the FP-tree.
8. Increment i, then go to 3.
3.5 Performance Evaluation
This section presents performance evaluations of TF2P-growth. TF2P-growth was
evaluated with regard to (1) comparison of the execution time of FP-growth, Top-
k FP-growth, and TF2P-growth, and (2) scalability of TF2P-growth. As a dataset,
T10I4D1000k was selected. The dataset was generated by IBM quest synthetic data
generation code[22].
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All of the experiments were performed on a 2.4 GHz Pentium4 PC machine with 1GB
of main memory, running RedHat Linux 9.0, kernel version 2.4.20. All of the programs
were written in C++ and complied with gcc3.2.2.
3.5.1 Comparison of Execution time
This sub-section reports comparison of the performance of TF2P-growth with both
FP-growth and Top-k FP-growth. In real data mining applications, users have difficulty
in setting the min sup or the value k for the first time. Therefore, users must execute
frequent itemset mining recursively changing the min sup or the value of k.
This evaluation measured the execution time of FP-growth and Top-k FP-growth in
the following manners. In the case of FP-growth whose threshold is the min sup, the
execution time was measured in two manners-executing FP-growth recursively in the
range of 0.3% ≥ min sup ≥ 0.1% with an interval equal to (1) 0.01% and (2) 0.05%.
In the case of Top-k FP-growth whose threshold is the value k, the execution time was
measured in the following manner-executing Top-k FP-growth recursively by changing
the value k from 1,000 to 10,000 with an interval of 1000.
The experimental results are shown in Figure 3.3. First, as it is difficult to set the
appropriate min sup when users execute FP-growth, min sup must initially be set high.
Then, users can decrease the value of min sup slowly, e.g., with an interval of 0.01%.
However, this results in slow generation of frequent itemsets. On the other hand, using
TF2P-growth, users can obtain larger numbers of frequent itemsets in the same time in
comparison with using FP-growth3.
Second, using TF2P-growth, users can obtain large numbers of frequent itemsets in
the equivalent execution time in comparison with using Top-k FP-growth recursively.
This is because TF2P-growth reduces the number of TDB scans by reusing the F-list
generated in the first cycle of Top-k FP-growth.
These experimental results indicate that use of TF2P-growth has the advantage of
3If users could know a relation of min sup and the number of extracted frequent itemsets before the
initiation of mining, FP-growth drives much more itemsets in comparison to TF2P-growth such as the
result of the interval 0.05% in Figure 3.3. However, it is general that users don’t know the relation.
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Figure 3.3: Execution Time vs. Number of Mined Frequent Itemsets
requiring no threshold to be set. Moreover, users can obtain more frequent itemsets in
the equivalent execution time in comparison with using FP-growth or Top-k FP-growth.
3.5.2 Scalability of TF2P-growth
The scalability of TF2P-growth were also evaluated. This evaluation prepared the
same dataset with different numbers of transactions, T10I4D5000k and T10I4D10000k.
The experimental results are shown in Figure 3.4. And the relation between number of
transactions and execution time with the same number of frequent itemsets are shown
in Figure 3.5.
As shown in Figure 3.4 and 3.5, the execution time of TF2P-growth increases linearly
as the dataset size increases. This means that even if users apply TF2P-growth for a very
large dataset, they can obtain the Top 1000 itemsets and can avoid the situation where
they may obtain only a small number of frequent itemsets after a long computation time.
3.5.3 Setting nc Value
In Section 3.4, TF2P-growth defines nc value as 1000 by default. However, as described
in privious evaluation, when we apply a very large dataset to TF2P-growth, it takes a long
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Figure 3.4: Execution Time with Different Numbers of Transactions
time to receive results. In this evaluation, the execution times with different nc values ,
e.g., nc = 100, 500, 1000, 2000, are measured. Note that, the dataset T10I4D10000k was
used in this evaluation. Figure 3.6 shows the relation between execution time and the
number of frequent itemsets with different chunk size.
As shown in Figure 3.6, when we specified the chunk size nc as a small value, it
is possible to obtain a part of frequent itemsets with a short time. This approach has
efficiency for applying a large dataset. Also, when we intend to receive a part of frequent
itemsets with short time intervals, specifying nc as a small value is a good strategy. On
the other hand, when we intend to receive a large number of frequent itemsets in a
certain unit time, it is efficient to specify nc as a large value.
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Figure 3.5: The relation between number of transactions and execution time with the
same number of frequent itemsets
3.6 Summary
This chapter proposed a new frequent itemset mining algorithm, called “TF2P-growth,”
which extracts frequent itemsets in descending order of support without specifying any
threshold values. By applying the proposed algorithm to the dataset T10I4D1000k,
the following two advantages are confirmed. First, users can execute the mining pro-
cess without specifying any threshold values. Second, users can extract more frequent
itemsets in comparison with those extracted by executing FP-growth recursively with
changing min sup. For example, TF2P-growth extracts the 9,000 most frequent itemset
twice as fast as FP-growth executed recursively by changing min sup from 0.3% to 0.1%
with 0.01% intervals.
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Figure 3.6: The relation between execution time and the number of frequent itemsets
with different chunk size
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Chapter4 Extracting Hidden Itemsets
Frequent itemsets are defined as itemset which appeared in the target dataset. The
target dataset contains data which present past-occurred events. This means, it cannot
extract itemsets which were infrequent in the past. However, among a set of infrequent
itemsets, there may be some interesting itemsets which have possibilities to become
frequent in the future. Here, a “possibility to become frequent” means data owners have
a chance to change from infrequent itemset to frequent itemset by taking some actions.
Basically, data owners need to interpret and predict such future-oriented itemsets based
on the result of frequent itemsets. This interpretation and prediction is costly and data
owners’ burdens. To reduce the users’ burdens, this chapter proposes a new kind of
itemset, called “hidden itemset,” and scheme to extract “hidden itemsets”.
4.1 Intoroduction
Conventional association rules mining defines a frequent itemset as
• a set of items which occur in the same transactions (at the same time).
• the number of transactions that contain the itemset surpass user-specified mini-
mum support.
Here, the definition of frequent itemsets is over-interpreted to explore hidden itemsets.
The over-interpreted definition is following:
• a set of items which occur around the same time. In other words, itemsets
which occur in transactions whose occurrence times are similar.
• each item needs to occur frequently in the transaction database.
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This chapter calls itemsets which satisfy the over-interpreted definition as “relevant item-
sets”. To recognize the first constraint of the over-interpreted definition, the new scheme
divides a transaction database into a set of sub–transactions whose occurrence times are
similar so that it can consider support transition, i.e. a support value in each divided
sub-transaction database. The scheme assumes that itemsets whose support transitions
are similar with each other satisfy the over-interpreted definition. For example, in mar-
ket basket analysis, “itemsets whose support transitions are similar” stand for “sets of
products that are purchased around the same time”. And the scheme can consider these
sets of products are purchased by similar customers.
Based on the assumptions described above, this chapter defines a new kinds of itemsets,
called “hidden itemset” and propose a new scheme to extract hidden itemsets. The
proposing method consists of two methods: (1) frequent itemset clustering method based
on their support transitions, and (2) hidden itemset generation method based on a set
of categorized frequent itemsets.
This chapter organized as follows. In section 4.2, hidden itemsets are defined. Section
4.3 proposes the first scheme, the maximal frequent itemset clustering scheme. Section
4.4 proposes the second scheme, the hidden itemset generation scheme. Section 4.5
shows algorithms for extracting hidden itemsets. Section 4.6 reports the efficiency of
extracting hidden itemsets, and summary is referred in section 4.7
4.2 Definition of Hidden Itemset
This section defines hidden itemsets and show an example of hidden itemset. Hidden
itemsets are defined as itemsets which satisfy following three conditions.
• infrequent itemsets
• itemsets containing frequent itemsets as their subsets
• itemsets whose support transitions are similar with those of the seed frequent
itemsets (super sets).
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Here frequent itemsets which are subsets of hidden itemsets are called as “seed frequent
itemset”.
For example, the case of applying POS data in the supermarket has the following
specifications.
• Many customers purchase both “beer” and “paper diaper” at one period of time.
• Many customers purchase both “ wine” and “paper diaper” at the same period of
time.
• However, there are not many customers who purchase both “beer”, “wine”, and
“paper diaper” at the same time.
Here, when we apply frequent itemset mining to this dataset, frequent itemsets {“beer”,
“paper diaper”}, {“wine”, “paper diaper”} are extracted. But itemsets {“beer, “wine”,
“paper diaper”} is not extracted as frequent itemsets since it does not satisfy the mini-
mum support constraint. However, since {“beer”, “paper diaper”} and {“wine”, “paper
diaper”} appear at the same period of time, the two itemsets are probably caused by the
same customer group. Therefore, an itemset {“beer”, “wine”, “paper diaper”} generated
by joining the two itemsets has a possibility to purchase at the same time by the cus-
tomer group if the supermarket promote. In this case, {“beer”, “wine”, “paper diape”’}
is a “hidden itemset” and {“beer”, “paper diaper”} and {“wine”, “paper diaper”} are
“seed frequent itemset”.
4.3 The Frequent Itemset Clustering Method
The frequent itemset clustering method puts itemsets whose support transitions are
similar together into the same cluster. A set of itemsets in the same cluster are consid-
ered as relevant itemsets, because they appear in the transaction database around the
same time. This section formulates the frequent itemset clustering. Firstly, this section
describes how to generate support transition values of frequent itemsets. Then how to
categorize relevant itemsets into the same cluster are described.
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4.3.1 Generating Time-Series Supports
This sub-section describes how to generate time-series support value. Let FI be a set
of frequent itemsets which are extracted from target TDB with specifying a minimum
support threshold.
FI = {fi1, fi2, · · · , fip} (4.1)
The target TDB consist of n transactions, ti(1 ≤ i ≤ n). Each transaction has its
occurrence timestamp, denoted as ti.timestamp(1 ≤ i ≤ n) . All transactions are sorted
according to their occurrence time. TDB is defined as follows:
TDB = {t1, t2, · · · , tn} (4.2)
where
t1.timestamp ≤ t2.timestamp ≤ · · · ≤ tn.timestamp (4.3)
Here TDB segmentation window size w is defined, then divide TDB intom segmented
TDB with respect to transaction occurrence time.
TDB = {TDB1, TDB2, . . . , TDBm} (4.4)
Here, m satisfies following expression:
m = b n
w
c (4.5)
As a result, the segmented TDB consist of w transactions and i-th segmented TDB are
defined as follows (1 ≤ i ≤ m):
TDBi = {tw×(i−1)+1, tw×(i−1)+2, . . . , tw×i} (1 ≤ i ≤ m− 1)
TDBi = {tw×(i−1)+1, tw×(i−1)+2, . . . , tn} (i = m)
(4.6)
The support transition of itemset X, denoted as supT (X), is defined as following
expression.
supT (X) = {sup(X,TDB1), sup(X,TDB2), . . . , sup(X,TDBm)} (4.7)
where sup(X,TDBi) is a support value of itemset X in i-th segmented TDB.
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Figure 4.1: TDB Segmentation and Generating RSTMatrix
4.3.2 Relativizing Time-Series Support
After generating support transition of every FI, the proposing scheme generates clus-
ters according to supT . However, supT is a set of support count of each segmented TDB.
This means supT is an absolute measure. Before executing clustering, the scheme rela-
tivize supT . Relative supT , denoted RST is defined as follows:
RST (X) =
{
sup(X,TDB1)
sup(X,TDB)
,
sup(X,TDB2)
sup(X,TDB)
, . . . ,
sup(X,TDBm)
sup(X,TDB)
}
= {rs(X, 1), rs(X, 2), . . . , rs(X,m)} (4.8)
4.3.3 Clustering Time-Series Support
After the relativizing support transition, the scheme generates clustering based on
RST (fii), for all 1 ≤ i ≤ p. The input of clustering is RSTMat(=Relative Support
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Figure 4.2: Maximal Itemset Clustering
Transition Matrix). RSTMat is (p×m) matrix and defined as following:
RSTMat =

RST (fi1)
RST (fi2)
...
RST (fip)
 =

rs(fi1, 1) rs(fi1, 2) . . . rs(fi1,m)
rs(fi2, 1) rs(fi2, 2) . . . rs(fi2,m)
...
...
. . .
...
rs(fip, 1) rs(fip, 2) . . . rs(fip,m)
 (4.9)
Figure 4.1 illustrates the processes of TDB segmentation and RSTMat generation.
The proposing scheme employs Euclidean distance as the object distance for clustering.
For example, the distance between itemset X and Y , denoted as D(X,Y ) is defined as
following expression.
D(X,Y ) =
√√√√ m∑
j=1
(
rs(X, j)− rs(Y, j))2 (4.10)
Based on the RSTMat, the scheme executes clustering method to generate itemset
clusters. Although there are many clustering algorithms, agglomerative hierarchical
clustering algorithm is employed. The agglomerative hierarchical clustering generates L
clusters where L is the number of clusters and user-specified parameter. The clustering
method initiates from a condition of p clusters, this means each cluster contains one
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itemset in FI. Then it joins together the two clusters which are the closest together,
i.e. the most similar, with regarding to the distance D. It terminate the joining process
until all itemsets are joined together L clusters.
Figure 4.2 illustrates an example of the itemset clustering scheme. In figure 4.2, 7
frequent itemsets {AD,BD,AB,DF,DE,AE,AFG} are putted together into 3 clusters,
{AD,BD,AB}, {DF,DE}, and {AE,AFG}.
Note that for computation of generating hidden itemsets, the proposing scheme com-
putes centroid, the center of clusters. Suppose Ni is the number of frequent itemset in
cluster Clusteri, the centroids are defined as follows:
Centeri =
{
centeri,1, centeri,2, · · · , centeri,m
}
　 (4.11)
centeri,j =
∑
X∈Clusteri rs(X, j)
Ni
(4.12)
4.4 The Hidden Itemset Generation Method
As described in section 4.2, the hidden itemset generation method generates hidden
itemsets based on the result of the first method. The scheme consists of 4 steps:
1. Generating maximal itemsets.
2. Generating candidate of hidden itemsets
3. Computing support transitions of candidate of hidden itemsets
4. Checking similarity of support transitions
This section explains the 4 steps from section 4.4.1 to 4.4.4 individually. And section
4.4.5 describes an overview of the second method.
4.4.1 Generating Maximal Itemsets
Since frequent itemsets in the same cluster have similar support transition values,
there are many superset-subset relationships among them. To avoid wasted generation
of candidate of hidden itemsets, the second method generates hidden itemsets based on
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joining frequent itemset with relevant items. Because of this, the second method firstly
generates maximal itemsets among the set of frequent itemsets in the same cluster.
Extracted maximal itemsets are seed itemsets for hidden itemset generation.
Maximal itemset can be extracted by executing maximal frequent itemset mining with
specifying minimum support threshold equal to 11.
4.4.2 Generating Candidate of Hidden Itemsets
To generate candidate of hidden itemsets, this process joins an item to extracted
maximal itemsets, then it generates a set of itemsets whose lengths are 1 larger than
that of maximal itemset. The generated itemsets are called candidate of hidden itemsets.
This sub-section formalizes generating candidate of hidden itemsets.
Let α − seeditemset be a maximal itemset which is extracted from the cluster α. In
this process, it joins one of the relevant items to α − seeditemset. Here, the relevant
items is a set of single items which appear in the frequent itemsets of the cluster α.
Formally, the relevant items of cluster α, denoted as R(α) are defined as follows.
R(α) =
{
i | ∀i ∈ fi, fi ∈ clusterα
}
(4.13)
Candidates of hidden itemsets whose seed itemset is α − seeditemset are generated
by joining α − seeditemset to R(α). A set of candidate of hidden itemsets from α −
seeditemset, denoted as CHI(α− seeditemset), is defined as follows:
CHI(α− seeditemset) =
{
α− seeditemset ∩ i | ∀i ∈ R(α)
}
(4.14)
4.4.3 Generating Time-Series Support of Candidate of Hidden Item-
sets
There may be candidate of hidden itemsets whose support transitions are un-similar
to that of seed itemsets. To exclude candidate of hidden itemsets which have un-similar
support transitions, the second step generates support transitions of candidate hidden
itemsets, and check their support transitions are similar or not.
1Maximal frequent itemset mining is described in Sub-section 2.4.1
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The way to generate support transitions of candidate hidden itemsets are the same
with process as shown in sub-section 4.3.1 and 4.3.2.
4.4.4 Checking Similarity of Time-Series Support
To check the similarities of support transitions, the scheme computes the nearest
cluster of every candidate hidden itemsets. When the nearest cluster is still the same
with the cluster of the seed itemset, the candidate of hidden itemset becomes hidden
itemset, otherwise, it is not extracted as hidden itemsets.
A distance between a candidate hidden itemset X and a cluster cl are defined by
Euclidian distance, and defined as follows:
Distance(X, cl) =
√√√√ m∑
k=1
(
rt(X, k)− centercl,k
)2 (4.15)
And the nearest cluster Nearest(X) from the candidate hidden itemset X is
Nearest(X) = cl | Distance(X, cl) = min(Distance(X,Y ))
(1 ≤ Y ≤ L) (4.16)
As a result, hidden itemsets which are joined from a maximal frequent itemset cl −
seeditemset of cluster cl are defined as follows.
HiddenItemsets =
{
itemset|itemset ∈ CHI(cl − seeditemset)
∩Nearest(itemset) = cl} (4.17)
4.4.5 Overview of Extracting Hidden Itemsets
Processes from 4.4.1 to 4.4.4 generates a set of hidden itemsets whose sizes are 1 larger
than that of seed itemsets. Based on the apriori property, to hidden itemsets whose sizes
are 2 larger than that of seed itemsets, the proposing scheme re-executes the processes
from 4.4.1 to 4.4.4 based on hidden itemsets whose sizes are 1 larger then that of seed
itemsets.
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As the same reason, to generate hidden itemsets whose sizes are k larger than that of
seed itemsets, the proposing method generates the process from 4.4.1 to 4.4.4 based on
hidden itemsets whose sizes are k − 1 larger than that of seed itemsets.
4.5 Algorithm for Extract Hidden Itemsets
This section presents the detail of algorithm which are described in section 4.3 and
section 4.4.
4.5.1 The Frequent Itemset Clustering Algorithm
This sub-section describes the algorithm for frequent itemset clustering. In addition,
the pseudo code of generating relative support transitions matrix is described in Figure
4.5.1. The algorithm needs to scan TDB one time.
Input A set of frequent itemsets FI，the target transaction database TDB，TDB
segmentation window size w，the number of clusters L
Output L clusters Clusteri, (1 ≤ i ≤ L)，sentroids of each cluster Centeri, (1 ≤ i ≤
L)
Method
1. Sacn FI.
2. Generate relative support transition matrix. (execute the function genRSTMat(FI,
TDB, w)).
3. Execute clustering, and divide FI into L clusters.
4. Compute centroids of each cluster.
4.5.2 The Hidden Itemset Generation Algorithm
This sub-section describes algorithm for extracting hidden itemsets based on the result
of frequent itemset clustering. Figure 4.5.2 presents the function genHI, which generate
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// FI = a set of frequent itemsets
// TDB = the target transaction database
// w = the window size for TDB segmentation
function genRSTMat(MFI,TDB,w){
SegNo=1; //TDB segmentation number
Trans=1; //transaction nunber
//Generate Support Transitions of all frequent itemsets
while(Scan a transaction whose number = Trans, denoted as t, from TDB){
for each(fi ∈ FI){
if(t contains fi){
supT (fi, SegNo)++; // sup(fi, TDBSegNo)
sup(fi)++;
}
}
Trans++;
if(Trans % w ==1){
//Increment the TDB segmentation number
SegNo++;
}
} // Terminate generating support transitions
//Relativize support transitions
for each(fi ∈MFI){
for(a=1;a<=SegNo;a++){
rt(fi, a) = supT (fi, a)/Sup(fi);
}
}
}
Figure 4.3: Pseudo Code of Generating Relative Support Transition Matrix
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a set of hidden itemsets based on a set of maximal itemsets in the cluster.
Input
Frequent Itemset Cluster Clusteri, (1 ≤ i ≤ L)
Centroids of each cluster Centeri, (1 ≤ i ≤ L)
The target transaction database TDB
TDB segmentation window size w
The number of clusters L
Output
a set of hidden itemsets HI
Method
1. Set ClusterNum to 1．
2. Generate maximal itemset of the cluster ClusterNum.
3. Generate a set of hidden itemset from cluster ClusterNum.
(executeHIClusterNum = genHI(ClusterNum,MIClusterNum ,TDB, CenterClusterNum,
w).
4. Insert HIClusterNum to HI.
5. Increment ClusterNum.
6. If the expression ClusterNum < L is approved, go to the procedure 2.
4.6 Evaluations
This section evaluates hidden itemset mining method by applying Retail dataset[1].
The retail dataset is a POS dataset of one supermarket in Belgium. The dataset consists
of 88163 transactions which were occurred during 5 months in 1999 and 2000.
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// cl : The number of cluster
// MIcl : A set of maximal itemset in cluster cl
// TDB : The target transaction database
// Center : The centroid of cluster cl
// w : TDB segmentation window size
function genHI(cl,MIcl, TDB, Center, w) {
SeedItemsets = MIcl; // A set of base itemsets for join
CHI = φ; // a set of candidate hidden itemsets
HI = φ; // a set of hidden itemsets
do {
RelevantItem = φ; // a set of items for join to base itemset
Insert all items in SeedItemsets to RelevantItem
for each(X ∈ SeedItemsets) {
for each(JoinItem ∈ RelevantItem) {
if(JoinItem /∈ X) {
Insert Itemset {X ∩ JoinItem} to CHI.
}
}
}
remove duplicate itemsets from CHI
// generate support transition of itemsets in CHI.
genRSTMat(CHI, TDB, w)
for each(X ∈ CHI) {
if(Nearest(X) = cl){
insert X into HI
}
}
SeedItemsets = HI;
CHI = φ;
} while (There are two or more itemsets in SeedItemsets);
remove duplicate itemsets from HI.
return HI
}
Figure 4.4: Pseudo Code of Generating Hidden Itemsets
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4.6.1 Evaluation of the Itemset Clustering Scheme
To evaluate “Itemset Clustering Scheme”, this evaluation firstly extracted frequent
itemset by setting minimum support to 1000. Then generate clusters with setting the
TDB segmentation window size w to 5000, and the number of clusters L to 20. Since
TDB was segmented with w = 5000, the number of segmented TDB became 18.
With specifying min sup=1000, 135 itemsets were extracted as frequent itemsets.
Since specifying L = 20 resulted in obtaining 20 itemset clusters, this sub-section shows
4 examples of them. Figure 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8 shows examples of extracted itemset
clusters. In these figures, the support transitions of all itemsets in the cluster are repre-
sented. X-axis stands for the TDB segmentation number and Y -axis stands for support
transition values of each segmented TDB.
Figure 4.5: Support Transition of Itemsets in Cluster 7
As shown in Figure 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8, there are many subset-superset relationship
among itemsets in the same cluster. And more, it is possible to see there also are items
which characterize clusters. Here, items which characterize clusters stands for (1) items
which do not appear other clusters and (1) items which commonly appear in the itemsets
of the cluster.
For example, all itemset in the cluster 7 contain the item “41”. This means the item
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Figure 4.6: Support Transition of Itemsets in Cluster 8
Figure 4.7: Support Transition of Itemsets in Cluster 17
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Figure 4.8: Support Transition of Itemsets in Cluster 18
“41” characterize the cluster 7. In a similar way, all itemset in the cluster 8 contain the
item “413”. And in the case of the cluster 17, the items “270” and “271” appear in all
itemsets. In the case of the cluster 18, the item “225” and “170” are contained by all
itemsets. As a result, it is possible to say “413”, “270” and “271”, and “225” and “170”
characterize the cluster 8, the cluster 17 and the cluster 18 respectively.
The evaluation also computed the variances of support transitions in the cluster 7, 8,
17, and 18, and then compared the variance of support transitions among all frequent
itemsets. Figure 4.9 and 4.10 show the comparison of computed variance values. Note
that Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 show the same graph, but the scale of Y-axis are different.
As shown in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10, the variance value of all extracted frequent
itemset is the largest compared to variance values of any clusters. And more, although
the variance value of all extracted frequent itemsets have large values at the segmentation
number from 15 to 17, the variance values of each clusters don’t have large values at
that time.
Based on experimental result described above, the itemset clustering scheme is able
to categorize itemsets whose support transitions are similar into the same cluster.
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Figure 4.9: Variance Values of Support Transitions
Figure 4.10: Variance Values of Support Transitions
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4.6.2 Evaluation of Hidden Itemset Generation Scheme
This evaluation extracted hidden itemsets based on the clustering result with specify-
ing minimum support to 1000, the TDB segmentation window size w to 5000, and the
number of clusters L to 20.
Table 4.1 shows maximal itemsets extracted based on itemsets in cluster 7, 8, 17 and
18 respectively.
Table 4.1: Maximal Itemsets Generated by Itemsets in cluster 7, 8, 17, and 18
Cluster Number Extracted Maximal Itemset
Cluster 7 {38 39 41 48}，{32 39 41 48}
Cluster 8 {39 413}，{48 413}
Cluster 17 {65 39 48}，{185}，{270 39}，{48 271}，{39 271}
Cluster 18 {255 39}，{255 48}，{38 39 170 48}
Based on maximal itemsets as shown in Table 4.1, hidden itemsets were extracted.
Extracted hidden itemsets are shown in Table 4.2. Note that there is no hidden itemsets
from cluster 18. In Table 4.2, the parenthetical number of each hidden itemset stands
for their support values.
Table 4.2: Hidden Itemset Generated by Itemset in Cluster 7, 8, 17, and 18
Cluster ID Hidden Itemset (Support Value）
Cluster 7 {32 38 39 41 48}(448)
Cluster 8 {39 48 413}(781)
Cluster 17 {39 48 271}(827), {39 270 271}(484), {39 65 271}(106),
{48 270 271}(369), {39 48 270 (733)}
Cluster 18 φ
This evaluation also compared the support transitions of extracted hidden itemsets
with centroids of clusters they belong to. Figure 4.11 compares support transitions
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of extracted hidden itemsets based on cluster 7 and centroid of cluster7. In the case of
cluster 8 and 17, the comparisons are shown in Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13, respectively.
Figure 4.11: Comparison Support Transitions of Hidden Itemsets with Cen-
torid(Cluster7)
As shown in Figure 4.11, 4.12, and 4.13, the support transitions of hidden itemsets
are similar with centroids of clusters.
4.6.3 Parameter Settings
The proposing method requires two parameters, TDB segmentation window size w,
and the number of clusters L. This sub-section looks at the setting of these parameters.
segmentation window size w When we specify the TDB segmentation size w as a
large value, the number of transactions in one segmented TDB become large. This means
each segmented TDB covers a long periods of time. On the other hand, when we specify
w as a small value, the number of transactions in one segmented TDB become small, so
that each segmented TDB cover a short periods of time. Accordingly, specifying w as a
large value extracts hidden itemsets with long-term perspective, and specifying w as a
small value extracts hidden itemsets with short-term perspective.
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Figure 4.12: Comparison Support Transitions of Hidden Itemsets with Cen-
torid(Cluster8)
Figure 4.13: Comparison Support Transitions of Hidden Itemsets with Cen-
torid(Cluster17)
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number of clusters L When we specify L as a large value, extracted clusters consist
of a small number of frequent itemsets, then the variance values of each clusters become
small. On the other hand, when we specify L as a small value, extracted clusters consist
of a large number of frequent itemsets so that the variance value of each clusters become
large. This means specifying L as a large value extracts hidden itemsets with “strong”
similarities in support transitions, and specifying L as a small value extracts hidden
itemsets with “week” similarities in support transitions.
4.7 Summary
This chapter defined a new kind of itemsets, called “hidden itemet”, to extract future-
oriented knowledge. and proposed an algorithm for extracting hidden itemsets. The
proposing algorithm consists of two schemes. One is Itemset clustering scheme and the
other is generating hidden itemsets scheme.
Evaluations show that itemset clustering scheme is able to categorize itemset which
support transition are similar, and generating hidden itemsets scheme is able to extract
itemset whose support values are low, and their support transitions are similar to the
centroids of based clusters.
Since the extracted hidden itemsets have low support value, it is difficult to discover
them by using traditional frequent itemset mining. However, by using hidden itemset
extraction scheme, users are able to receive them easily. As a result, the proposing
scheme is able to improve usability with regarding to discovering interesting itemsets
easily.
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Chapter5 Generalized Sequential
Pattern Mining with Item
Intervals
Sequential patterns are defined as ordered list of items which appeared in the target
dataset. Generally, sequential patterns have much information compared to frequent
itemsets, since they contain items’ occurrence order information. However, although se-
quential patterns contain items’ occurrence order information, they don’t contain items’
occurrence interval information. This means, users can predict what event will happen
once one event occurred, but they cannot predict when the event will happen based on
sequential patterns. This chapter proposes a generalized algorithm for sequential pattern
mining with item intervals.
5.1 Introduction
It is important to identify item intervals of sequential patterns extracted by sequential
pattern mining. To adopt item intervals to sequential pattern mining, two approaches
have been proposed for integration of item intervals with sequential pattern mining; (1)
constraint-based mining[38, 28], and (2) extended sequence-based mining[20, 59, 61, 60].
Constraint-based mining algorithms extract frequent sequences that satisfy both user-
specified minimum support constraints and user-specified constraints[38, 28]. For exam-
ple, when users set the maximal time interval to 1 day, they extract frequent sequences
whose items occur within 1 day.
Although constraint-based mining algorithms escape extraction of sequences with non-
interest time intervals such as too long intervals, however, it is difficult for users to
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specify an optimal constraint related to item interval, and so the user must re-execute
the algorithm after changing the constraint value. This results in a decrease in usability.
To extract frequent sequences consisting of the same items but satisfying different item
interval constraints by one time execution, extended sequence-based mining algorithms
have been proposed[20, 59, 61, 60]. These algorithms extract frequent sequential patterns
with item intervals by converting item intervals to pseudo items. However, as they cannot
adopt any constraints related to item intervals, they may extract meaningless patterns,
such as sequences with too long item intervals. For example, a sequence < A,B > with
a 1-year interval may not have any association in most cases. This means that extended
sequence based mining should adopt some constraints which are related to time interval.
To solve problems of both constraint-based mining and extended sequence-based min-
ing, This paper generalizes sequential pattern mining with item interval. The general-
ization includes three points;
1. a capability to handle two kinds of item-interval measurement, item gap and time
interval
2. a capability to handle extended sequences which are defined by inserting pseudo
items based on the interval itemization function
3. adopting four item-interval constraints.
Generalized sequential pattern mining is able to substitute all types of conventional
sequential pattern mining algorithms with item intervals.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 describes related
work. Section 5.3 proposes “Generalized Sequential Pattern Mining with Item Intervals.”
Section 5.4 describes the proposed algorithm. Evaluation is presented in Section 5.5, and
Section 5.6 presents summary of this work.
5.2 Related Work
This section introduces conventional algorithms for mining sequential patterns with
item intervals.
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5.2.1 Two measurement methods to represent item intervals
Item intervals are represented in two ways; item gap and time interval. Item gap is
defined as the number of items between successive items, and time interval is defined as
the length of time between the occurrence times of successive items.
Generally, item gap measurement has the advantage of being applicable to datasets the
items of which have no occurrence time information. Thus, sequential pattern mining
with item gap works well when applied to datasets the item intervals of which can be
defined as the number of items, such as DNA sequences, and datasets the items of which
occur at fixed time intervals. However, it does not work well when applied to datasets
in which the items occur at irregular time intervals.
On the other hand, time interval measurement has the advantage of allowing the
extraction of frequent sequential patterns with time interval information. When applied
to datasets for the items of which occurrence time information is available, sequential
pattern mining with time intervals can extract more precise patterns than sequential
pattern mining with item gaps.
5.2.2 Two approaches to count support value
There exist two approaches to count support value; the item constraint approach
and extended sequence approach. The item constraint approach involves extraction of
sequences satisfying not only a user-specified minimum support constraint, but also user-
specified constraints, such as maximum/minimum item intervals. The extended sequence
approach extends sequences by inserting pseudo items which represent item intervals.
After extending the original sequences, it extracts frequent sequential patterns from
them.
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5.2.3 Four categories in conventional sequential pattern mining with
item intervals
Here, we have four categories–two approaches using two measurement methods: the
item constraint approach using item gap, item constraint approach using time interval,
extended sequence approach using item gap, and extended sequence approach using time
interval.
Item constraint approach using item gap
Sequential pattern mining with the item constraint approach using item gap extracts
sequences satisfying not only user-specified minimum support constraints, but also user-
specified gap constraints. The minimum and maximum gap values should be defined as
the gap constraint by the user. When counting the support of a sequence, only those
sequences with item gaps larger than the minimum gap constraint and also smaller than
the maximum gap constraint are counted. For example, let x be any item and the
sequence < A,B > exist. Then, the algorithm that belongs to this category counts
< A,B > and < A, x,B > as the sequence < A,B >. However, it does not count
< A, x, x,B > as the sequence < A,B > when the minimum gap is 0 and maximum gap
is 1.
Zaki proposed the cSPADE algorithm[38], which belongs to this category, based on
the SPADE algorithm[64].
Item constraint approach using time interval
Similar to the item constraint approach using item gap, sequential pattern mining
with item constraint approach using time interval extracts sequences satisfying not only
the user-specified minimum support constraint, but also user-specified time interval con-
straints. The minimum and maximum time interval values should be defined as the time
interval constraints by the users. When counting the support of a sequence, only those
sequences the items for which the time intervals are larger than the minimum time
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interval constraint and smaller than the maximum time interval constraint are counted.
Pei et al. proposed a constraint-based sequential pattern mining algorithm[28] based
on PrefixSpan[29, 30]. In [28], many types of constraints are discussed, including item
gap constraints and time interval constraints.
Extended sequence approach using item gap
In this category, item interval is represented by the number of items between successive
items. When counting the support of a sequence, only the sequence, whose item gap is
same, is counted. For example, let x be any item. Then, the algorithm belonging to this
category treats < A,B >, < A, x,B > and < A, x, x,B > as different sequences and
counts their frequencies individually.
Kitakami et al. proposed Modified PrefixSpan[20], as an algorithm belonging to this
category, based on PrefixSpan[29, 30].
Extended sequence approach using time interval
In this category, item interval is represented by pseudo items. Pseudo items are
converted by user-defined time interval segmentation. After extending the original se-
quences by inserting pseudo items, it extracts frequent sequential patterns from them.
When counting the support of a sequence, only the sequence, in which the pseudo item
between successive items is same, is counted. For example, let x and y be a pseudo
item that represents a user-specified time unit. Then, the algorithm belonging to this
category treats < A,B >, < A, x,B >, and < A, y,B > as different sequences and
counts their frequencies individually.
Chen et al. proposed two algorithms, I-Apriori, I-PrefixSpan belonging to this category[61,
60]. I-Apriori is based on Apriori Algorithm[5], and I-PrefixSpan is based on PrefixSpan[29,
30]. We proposed an algorithm[59] belonging to this category, based on PrefixSpan[29,
30]. The difference between [61, 60] and [59] is how to define time interval segmentation.
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5.2.4 Toward generalization
As described above, there are two approaches in sequential pattern mining with item
intervals. By using constraint-based mining approach, it is able to avoid the extraction
of sequences with users’ non-interest item intervals. However, as it is difficult for users
to specify optimal constraints using the item constraint approach, they must re-execute
algorithms with changes in constraint values. This results in a decrease in usability.
At this point, the extended sequence approach has an advantage compared to the item
constraint approach because users do not have to specify the maximum or minimum
intervals.
Even with extended sequence-based mining approach, however, conventional sequence-
based mining methods cannot handle any constraints related to item intervals. Thus,
users may receive meaningless patterns, such as sequences with too long item intervals.
As described above, every four categories have advantages and disadvantages. The
proposing scheme, called generalized sequential pattern mining, is able to substitute all
the categories of conventional sequential pattern mining algorithms with item intervals.
5.3 Generalized Sequential Pattern Mining with Item In-
tervals
This section proposes a new sequential pattern mining algorithm called “generalized
sequential pattern mining with item intervals”. The generalization includes three points;
1. a capability to handle two kinds of item-interval measurement, item gap and time
interval
2. a capability to handle extended sequences which are defined by inserting pseudo
items based on the interval itemization function
3. adopting four item-interval constraints.
Generalized sequential pattern mining is able to substitute all types of conventional
sequential pattern mining algorithms with item intervals. As a result, the proposing
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scheme generalizes the four categories of sequential pattern mining algorithms described
in Section 5.2 into one.
5.3.1 Interval Extended Sequence
To add item intervals to sequential patterns, the proposing scheme defines the interval
extended sequence, denoted as is, by extending the original sequence s. The interval
extended sequence is a list of items with item intervals, and is defined as follows:
is = < (t1,1, X1), (t1,2, X2), (t1,3, X3), · · · , (t1,m, Xm) > (5.1)
Here, Xi(1 ≤ i ≤ m) are items, and tα,β is the item interval between Xα and Xβ. When
the datasets have item occurrence time information, such as time-stamp, tα,β becomes
the time interval and is defined by the following equation:
tα,β = Xβ.time−Xα.time (5.2)
Here, Xα.time andXβ.time are transaction occurrence times ofXα andXβ, respectively.
On the other hand, when the datasets do not have item occurrence time information,
tα,β may become an item gap and is defined by the following equation:
tα,β = β − α (5.3)
5.3.2 Frequent Interval Extended Sequences
The item interval extended sequential database, ISDB, which is the target of pat-
tern extraction, is a set of interval extended sequences is and is defined as ISDB =
{is1, is2, · · · , ist}.
When two interval extended sequences, α =< (t1,1, X1), (t1,2, X2), · · · , (t1,m, Xm) >,
β =< (t′1,1, X ′1), (t′1,2, X ′2), · · · , (t′1,m, X ′m), · · · , (t′1,n, X ′n) > and an interval itemization
function I(t) are given, we say that β includes α iff Xi ⊂ X ′i for all {i|1 ≤ i ≤ m} and
I(t1,i) = I(t′1,i) for all {i|1 ≤ i ≤ m}. The support of interval extended sequence α
in ISDB, denoted as supISDB(α), is the percentage of interval extended sequence that
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includes α. A frequent interval extended sequence is defined as the interval extended
sequence whose support is higher than the user-specified minimum support. Given
ISDB and min sup, generalized sequential pattern mining with item interval extracts
all frequent interval extended sequences.
5.3.3 Item Interval Constraints
Without any item interval constraints, a set of frequent interval extended sequences
may include meaningless frequent interval extracted sequences with regard to item inter-
vals, such as sequences that contain item intervals that are either too long or too short.
To exclude such interval extended sequences, item interval constraints should be defined
by the users.
The four types of item interval constraint are adopted.
Let < (t1,1, X1), (t1,2, X2), · · · , (t1,m, Xm) > be an extracted interval extended sequence.
The four kinds of constraint are as follows:
C1 Let min interval be a minimum item interval between any two adjacent items, C1
is defined as ti,i+1 ≥ min interval for all {i|1 ≤ i ≤ m− 1}.
C2 Let max interval be a maximal item interval between any two adjacent items, C2
is defined as ti,i+1 ≤ max interval for all {i|1 ≤ i ≤ m− 1}.
C3 Let min whole interval be a minimum item interval between the head and tail of
the sequence, C3 is defined as t1,m ≥ min whole interval.
C4 Let max whole interval be the maximal item interval between the head and tail of
the sequence, C4 is defined as t1,m ≤ max whole interval.
Note that when we specify four types of interval constraint at the same time, the
following four expressions must be fulfilled or no frequent interval extended sequences
are extracted:
• min interval ≤ max interval
• min whole interval ≤ max whole interval
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Table 5.1: Example of ISDB
iSID is(=interval extended sequence)
10 < (0, a), (86400, abc), (259200, ac) >
20 < (0, ad), (259200, c) >
30 < (0, aef), (172800, ab) >
• min interval ≤ max whole interval
• max interval ≤ max whole interval
Here, C1, C2, and C4 are categorized anti-monotone constraints, and C3 is categorized
monotone constraint[26]. An anti-monotone constraint satisfies “when a sequence A does
not satisfy the constraint, any superset of A also does not satisfy the constraint.” A
monotone constraint satisfies “when a sequence A satisfies the constraint, any superset
of A also satisfies the constraint.”
5.3.4 Example
Given the interval extended sequential dataset shown in Table 5.1., and set an interval
itemize function as
I(t) = b t
60× 60× 24c (5.4)
and a minimum support as min sup = 0.5, five interval extended sequences < (0, a) >,
< (0, b) >, < (0, c) >, < (0, a), (3, c) >, < (0, a), (0, b) > and < (0, a), (2, a) > are
extracted as frequent interval extended sequences. < (0, a) >, < (0, b) >, < (0, c) >
represent item a, b, c occur, respectively. < (0, a), (0, b) > represents item a, b occur at
the same time. < (0, a), (3, c) > represents once item a occurs, item c will occur with
item interval (172800, 259200]. In addition, < (0, a), (2, a) > represents once item a
occurs, item a will occur again with item interval (86400, 172800]. When max interval
set to 172800 (C2), frequent interval extended sequence < (0, a), (3, c) > is not extracted.
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5.4 Algorithm for Generalized Sequential Pattern Mining
with Item Intervals
To extract frequent interval extended sequences, this section proposes a novel al-
gorithm based on PrefixSpan[29, 30]. Similar to PrefixSpan, the proposed algorithm
extracts frequent interval extended sequences with depth-first search by executing the
projection operation recursively. The algorithm extends the sequential database projec-
tion operation in PrefixSpan to handle both interval extended sequence and item interval
constraints. This section describes (1) term definitions, (2) extended projection opera-
tion, and (3) the method of applying item interval constraints to the extended projection
operation.
5.4.1 Term Definition
Definition 1: Prefix and Postfix of interval extended sequences
Let α =< (t1,1, X1), (t1,2, X2), · · · , (t1,m, Xm) > be an interval extended sequence, and
Xβ be any itemset. When there exists an integer j (1 ≤ j ≤ m) satisfying Xβ ⊆ Xj and
I(t1,β) = I(t1,j), a prefix of is with regard to Xβ,I(t1,β) is defined as follows:
Prefix(α,Xβ, I(t1,β)) =< (t1,1, X1), (t1,2, X2), · · · , (t1,j , Xj) > (5.5)
Postfix of α with regard to Xβ ,I(t1,β) is also defined as follows:
Postfix(α,Xβ, I(t1,β)) =< (tj,j , X ′j), (tj,j+1, Xj+1), · · · , (tj,m, Xm) > (5.6)
where X ′j is the subset of Xj from which all the items also included in Xβ are excluded.
When X ′j = φ , postfix of α with regard to Xβ ,I(t1,β) becomes the following:
Postfix(α,Xβ , I(t1,β)) =< (tj,j+1, Xj+1), (tj,j+2, Xj+2), · · · , (tj,m, Xm) > (5.7)
On the other hand, when there exists no integer j, postfix of α with regard to Xβ,I(t1,β)
becomes the following:
Prefix(α,Xβ , I(t1,β)) = φ (5.8)
Postfix(α,Xβ , I(t1,β)) = φ (5.9)
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Definition 2: Projected interval extended sequence database
The projected interval extended sequence database is a subset of ISDB. Let α be an
interval extended sequence that occurs in ISDB at least once. The α-Projected interval
extended sequence database is a the collection of postfixes of ISDB with regard to α.
In this case, α is called the projection sequence.
Definition 3: Projection Level
Projection level is the number of items included in the projection sequence. For
example, let α be an interval extended sequence with l items. Generating ISDB|α is
level l projection.
5.4.2 Interval extended projection
To extract frequent interval extended sequence, the proposing algorithm extended the
projection operation of PrefixSpan[29, 30] algorithm.
Level 1 Projection
In the case of level 1 projection, as it is impossible to define item intervals with a single
item, the proposing algorithm scans ISDB to extract all the frequent items, similar to
PrefixSpan. For every frequent item i, the initial interval extended sequence α is created
as < (0, i) >. Then, ISDB|α is created. After that, level 2 projection operation is
executed. Note that when interval extended sequence α appears more than once in the
same is, the proposed algorithm generates multiple prefixes and postfixes at each α, and
then treats them as different interval extended sequences. For example, for a sequence
< (0, a), (86400, abc), (172800, ac) >, the projection result with projection sequence <
(0, a) > becomes three interval extended sequences, < (86400, abc), (172800, ac) >, <
(0, bc), (86400, ac) >, and < (0, c) >.
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Level 2 or later Projection
In the case of level 2 or later projection, the algorithm scans projected ISDB and
counts the support of interval extended sequences. Let α be an interval extended se-
quence. The algorithm counts the number of all possible pairs (I(t1,i), a) included in
ISDB|α where a ∈ Xi. Then, for every pair satisfying the minimum support constraint,
β is defined as Prefix(α, a, I(t1,i)), then ISDB|β is generated. Formally, ISDB|β is
defined by the following equation:
ISDB|β = {is | is 6= φ ∧ is = Postfix(γ, a, I(t1,i))
∧supISDB|α(I(t1,i), a) ≥ min sup} (5.10)
where γ ∈ ISDB|α, a ∈ Xi.
5.4.3 Applying item interval constrains
Adapting Anti-monotone Constraint
To adapt anti-monotone constraints, C1, C2, and C4, the algorithm checks these con-
straints at every projection. Formally, the projected interval extended sequence database
is defined as follows:
ISDB|β = {is | is 6= φ ∧ is = Postfix(γ, a, I(t1,i))
∧supISDB|α(I(t1,i), a) ≥ min sup ∧ β satisfies C1, C2, C4} (5.11)
where γ ∈ ISDB|α, a ∈ Xi.
Adapting Monotone Constraint
To adapt monotone constraint C3, the algorithm checks whether extracted frequent
interval extended sequences satisfy C3 or not, after they have been extracted with sat-
isfying minimum support constraint, C1, C2, and C4. This means constraint C3 is not
taken care at ISDB projection. This is because that it is impossible to judge the satis-
faction of constraint C3 at ISDB projection. Although an interval extended sequence
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δ does not satisfy the constraint C3, some supersets ε, which include δ as a subset, may
satisfy the constraint C3. Note that generating ISDB|ε is executed after generating
ISDB|δ.
When a candidate extracted sequence satisfies C3, it is extracted as a result sequence.
On the other hand, when a candidate extracted sequence does not satisfy C3, it is not
extracted as a result sequence.
5.4.4 Algorithm
Based on the above description, the proposed algorithm is shown below.
INPUT ISDB,I(t),min sup,C1,C2,C3,C41
OUTPUT R(=frequent sequences satisfying constraints)
METHOD
1. Set is as φ.
2. Set R as φ.
3. Scan ISDB, and find frequent items with higher than min sup. For all frequent
items i,
(a) Define is =< (0, i) >, then R = {R, is}.
(b) Execute R = projection(ISDB|is, R, I(t),min sup,C1, C2, C3, C4).
4. Output R.
5.4.5 Projection Algorithm
The projection routine is shown below. It computes level 2 or later projection.
INPUT ISDB|is,R,I(t),min sup,C1,C2,C3,C4
OUTPUT R
METHOD
1Constraints C1,C2,C3,C4 are optional input parameters. Users do not have to specify any of the
four constraints.
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Figure 5.1: Running Example of Proposed Algorithm
1. Scan ISDB|is to find all pairs of item and its itemized interval, denoted as (∆t, i),
that satisfy min sup, C1, and C2.
2. Define is =< is, (∆t, i) >.
3. Check is whether satisfies C4 or not.
4. Only when is satisfies C4,
(a) Execute R = projection(ISDB|is, R, I(t),min sup,C1, C2, C3, C4).
(b) When is satisfies C3, R = {R, is}.
5. Return R.
5.4.6 Running Example of Proposed Algorithm
This sub-section describes a running example of the proposed algorithm from ISDB
shown in Table 5.1 withmin sup = 0.5, I(t) = b t86400c, andmax interval = 172800(C2).
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Figure 5.1 shows ISDB projection operation process in this example.
1. Scan ISDB once to find all the frequent items in ISDB; they are < a >,< b >,
and < c >. Then, create initial interval extended sequences: < (0, a) >, < (0, b) >,
< (0, c) >. These three is are appended to R.
2. Select the most frequent item a, execute projection operation with regard to <
(0, a) >, then generate ISDB| < (0, a) > (process (1) in Figure 5.1).
3. Scan ISDB| < (0, a) > to find all the pairs that satisfy the minimum support
constraint and C2; they are (0, b), (2, a)2.
4. Append < (0, a), (0, b) >, < (0, a), (2, a) > to R.
5. Generate ISDB| < (0, a), (0, b) > and scan it to find all the item and itemized
interval pairs that satisfy both the minimum support constraint and C2. However,
there are no frequent pairs in ISDB| < (0, a), (0, b) >, then terminate extracting
frequent is that contain < (0, a), (0, b) > as a prefix (process (2) in Figure 5.1).
6. Generate ISDB| < (0, a), (2, a) > and scan it to find all the item and itemized
interval pairs that satisfy both the minimum support constraint and C2. However,
there are no frequent pairs in ISDB| < (0, a), (2, a) >, then terminate extracting
frequent is that contain < (0, a), (2, a) > as a prefix (process (3) in Figure 5.1).
7. Terminate extraction frequent is that contain < (0, a) > as a prefix.
8. Select second most frequent item b3, execute projection operation with regard to
< (0, b) >, then generate ISDB| < (0, b) > (process (4) in Figure 5.1).
9. Scan ISDB| < (0, b) > to find all the item and itemized interval pairs that satisfy
the minimum support constraint and C2. However, there are no frequent pairs in
ISDB| < (0, b) >, then terminate extracting frequent is that contain < (0, b) >
as a prefix.
2The pair (3, c) satisfies minimum support constraint, but dose not satisfy item constraint C2
3Item b and c have the same support value. In this case, lexical order is selected as the items according.
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10. Select third most frequent item c, execute projection operation with regard to
< (0, c) >, then generate ISDB| < (0, c) > (process (5) in Figure 5.1).
11. Scan ISDB| < (0, c) > to find all the item and itemized interval pairs that satisfy
the minimum support constraint and C2. However, there are no frequent pairs in
ISDB| < (0, c) >, then terminate extracting frequent is that contain < (0, c) >
as a prefix.
12. Output frequent interval extended sequences, R, then terminate the algorithm.
5.5 Evaluation
This section presents evaluations of the proposed algorithm. As datasets, a Japanese
earthquake dataset[40] is used. First, this section introduces the properties of the
Japanese earthquake dataset and the evaluation environment. Then, three evaluations
based on the Japanese earthquake dataset are reported.
The first evaluation is a comparison of the quality of extracted sequences between con-
ventional sequential pattern mining algorithms and the proposed algorithm. The second
evaluation is a comparison of the number of extracted sequences with/without adapting
item interval constraints. The third evaluation is a comparison of computation time
between conventional sequential pattern mining algorithms and the proposed algorithm.
5.5.1 Japanese earthquake dataset
The Japanese earthquake dataset is distributed via K-net[40] provided by the National
Research Institute of Earth Science and Disaster Prevention, and includes data from
3,296 earthquakes that occurred from May 1995 to December 2003. The earthquake
data have 5 fields: latitude of the epicenter, longitude of the epicenter, depth of the
epicenter, magnitude on the Richter scale, and time-stamp. The original earthquake
data were preprocessed as follows.
1. Only the earthquake data occurred in Japan were used.
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2. Japan was divided into a 1-degree latitude and 1-degree longitude square grid.
3. A sequence was defined as a list of earthquakes occurring in the same square in
the grid.
4. All earthquake data were itemized to the same item referring to depth of the
epicenter and magnitude on the Richter scale. Note that magnitude m was divided
by “m < 2”, “2 ≤ m < 4”, “4 ≤ m < 6”, and “m ≥ 8” and depth of the epicenter
d was divided by “d < 10km”, “10km ≤ d < 100km”, and “d ≥ 100km.”
5.5.2 Evaluation Environment
All the experiments were performed on a 3.2 GHz Pentium 4 PC with 1 GB of main
memory, running Fedora Core 3 Linux kernel version 2.6.9. All the programs were
written in C++ and compiled with gcc3.4.2.
5.5.3 Comparison of Extract Sequence Quality
Table 5.2 shows part of the extracted frequent interval extended sequences with in-
terval itemization function I(t) = b t86400c4 based on the proposed algorithm, and Table
5.3 shows apart of the frequent sequences extracted using the conventional sequential
pattern mining algorithm, PrefixSpan[29, 30].
Note that in Tables 5.2 and 5.3, item-H represents earthquakes of magnitude between
4.0 and 6.0, with epicenter depths of 10–100 km. Item-D represents earthquakes of
magnitude between 2.0 and 4.0, with epicenter depths of 0–10 km.
Calculating the confidence based on the support of extracted is shown in Table 5.2
yields the following knowledge. Once item-H occurs, item-H will occur again:
• within 1 day with probability of 15.38569.231 × 100 = 22.2%.
• within 1 to 2 days with probability of 6.15469.231 × 100 = 8.9%.
4This interval itemization function is driven by rounding off “t(sec) is divided by 1 day(=60 × 60 ×
24sec).”
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Table 5.2: Example of Extracted Frequent is
Extracted frequent is Support(%)
< (0,H) > 69.231
< (0,H), ((0, 1day],H) > 15.385
< (0,H), ((0, 1day],H), ((0, 1day],H) > 6.154
< (0,H), ((1day, 2days],H) > 6.154
Table 5.3: Example of Extracted Frequent s
Extracted frequent s Support(%)
< H > 69.231
< H,H > 52.301
< H,D > 21.539
On the other hand, as shown in Table 5.3, there is no item interval information in
extracted sequences using conventional sequential pattern mining. Thus, users are not
able to predict when item-H will occur again. These results indicate that the patterns
extracted by the proposed algorithm are more useful than those extracted by the con-
ventional sequential pattern mining algorithm.
Next, to extract more detailed sequences with short time periods, such as within 1
day, we can use a new interval itemization function I(t) to zoom in on the itemizing
scale for short periods but zoom out for long periods. For example, when we define the
interval itemization function as
I(t) = blog2
t
3600
c
the interval extended sequences shown in Table 5.4 are extracted.
As shown in Table 5.4, as users are able to specify the interval itemization function
freely, they can receive frequent interval extended sequences with item intervals that
they want to extract.
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Table 5.4: Example of Extracted Frequent is
Extracted frequent s Support(%)
< (0,H), ((0, 1hour],H) > 10.769
< (0,H), ((1hour, 2hours],H) > 3.077
< (0,H), ((8hours, 16hours],H) > 6.154
< (0,H), ((256hours, 512hours],H) > 3.077
5.5.4 Comparison of the Number of Extracted Sequences
Table 5.5 shows the number of extracted interval extended sequences with varying C1,
C2, C3, and C4. In this evaluation, min sup was set to 0.03, and the interval itemization
function was set to I(t) = b t86400c. Note that “–” in Table 5.5 indicates no value was
specified as the concerned constraint.
As shown in Table 5.5, the number of extracted interval extended sequence decreases
with specification of the item interval constrains. This means that users are able to
discard meaningless interval extended sequences from a set of result sequences.
5.5.5 Comparison of Execution Time
This evaluation compared execution time and the number of extracted sequences with
varying min sup. Sequential pattern mining with item interval, the proposed algorithm,
and the conventional sequential pattern mining algorithm, PrefixSpan, are compared. In
the case of the proposed algorithm, 3 situations are tested: no item interval constraints,
item interval constraint with condition E in Table 5.5, and item interval constraint with
condition H in Table 5.5. Figure 5.2 shows the relation between the number of extracted
frequent patterns and min sup. Figure 5.3 shows the relation between execution time
and min sup.
As shown in Figure 5.2, using PrefixSpan, as the earthquake dataset is very dense, the
number of extracted frequent sequences increases exponentially as min sup decreases.
On the other hand, using the proposed algorithm, the number of extracted patterns
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Table 5.5: The Number of Extracted with Changing Item Interval Constraints
Cond. C1(days) C2(days) C3(days) C4(days) # of is
A – – – – 2300
B – 10 – – 118
C – 100 – – 329
D – 1000 – – 1726
E – 10 – 100 118
F – 10 – 1000 118
G – 100 – 1000 329
H 10 – 100 – 1934
I 10 – 1000 – 649
J 100 – 1000 – 615
increases more slowly than with PrefixSpan because the proposed algorithm is able to
distinguish the same sequences with different item intervals. Furthermore, as described
above, because adapting item interval constraints reduces the number of extracted in-
terval extended sequences, the number of extracted patterns increases much more slowly
with the proposed algorithm than with PrefixSpan.
As the proposed algorithm prevents the exponential increase in number of extracted
patterns, it can also prevent the huge increase in the execution time, as shown in Figure
5.3. These results indicate that users can analyze more sensitive patterns in a short time
using the proposed method.
5.6 Summary
This chapter has proposed a novel algorithm for generalizing sequential pattern mining
with time intervals based on the algorithm proposed in [59]. The generalization includes
three points; (a) a capability to handle two kinds of item interval measurement, item gap
and time interval, (b) a capability to handle extended sequences which are defined by
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Figure 5.2: The Number of Patterns vs. min sup
inserting pseudo items based on the interval itemization function, and (c) adopting four
item interval constraints. Generalized sequential pattern mining is able to substitute all
types of conventional sequential pattern mining algorithms with item intervals.
Evaluations using a Japanese earthquake dataset confirmed that generalized sequential
pattern mining with time interval is able to extract interval extended sequences that
include time interval with variable segmentation size. In addition, by adapting four types
of constraint related to time intervals, it also excludes extraction of interval extended
sequences with time intervals in which the user is not interested.
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Figure 5.3: Execution Time vs. min sup
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Conventional researches with regarding to frequent pattern mining focused on how to
extract frequent itemsets and frequent sequential patterns in a short response time.
However, frequent itemset mining extracts itemsets which satisfy simple constraint, ap-
pearing frequently more than user-specified minimum support. As a result, we have the
following difficulties when applying them.
Difficulty in Specifying Parameters It is impossible to predict how many frequent
itemsets will be extracted with a user-specified minimum support.
High Cost of Interpretation Uses have to interpret and predict future-oriented item-
sets based on the result of frequent itemsets. This interpretation and prediction is
costly and users’ burdens.
Lack of Item Interval Information Extracted sequential patterns do not contain
item interval information. When uses need to item interval, they need to re-scan
the dataset again.
To solve these problems, this part has proposed three methods to improve usability
of frequent itemset mining/sequential pattern mining.
Chapter 3 proposed an efficient algorithm, called “TF2P-growth” for extracting fre-
quent itemsets without any threshold. “TF2P-growth” returns a part of frequent item-
sets sequentially in descending order of support value. Based on the evaluations, follow-
ing two advantages are confirmed:
• Users can execute the mining process without specifying any thresholds values.
• Users can receive more frequent itemsets in comparison with those extracted by ex-
ecuting conventional frequent itemset mining algorithm recursively with changing
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minimum support.
These advantages enable us to initiate frequent itemset mining easily and to receive more
frequent itemsets in a short time.
Chapter 4 proposed a novel kinds of itemsets, called “hidden itemset,” and proposed
the systematical scheme to extract “hidden itemset”. Conventional frequent itemset
mining extract itemsets which represent knowledge based on the past data. Basically,
users need to interpret the past-based knowledge and draw out future strategies. This
process are costly and users’ burdens. Hidden itemsets are intended to represent the
future-oriented knowledge. In other words, users can obtain future strategies automat-
ically by referring hidden itemsets. The concept of hidden itemsets and the scheme to
extract hidden itemset can reduce the time for interpretation and drawing out the future
strategies.
Chapter 5 proposed “generalized sequential pattern mining with item intervals” to
return sequential patterns with item interval information. Conventional sequential pat-
terns give users the knowledge that what they need to do. This means the information
of time-interval, or location distance is disguised. So users need to check their dataset
again to look for the information of time-interval, or location-distance. However, by
receiving sequential patterns with item interval information, users can obtain knowledge
like “what to do, and when to do it.” This kind of result helps users to reduce the cost
of interpretation.
Frequent itemset mining and sequential pattern mining is the most fundamental pro-
cess in various kinds of data mining schemes. Enhancing usability in these two processes
contribute reducing difficulties and users’ burdens of most of data mining analysis. The
proposed three schemes can contribute for improving the usability in frequent itemset
mining/sequential pattern mining. And more, improving the usability in frequent item-
set mining/sequential pattern mining will result in improving the usability in various
data mining tasks.
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Introduction
Part I proposed various algorithms to improve usability of extracting frequent itemsets
and sequential patterns. Frequent itemset mining and sequential pattern mining is the
most essential roles in various kinds of data mining tasks, since both two methods are
extracting entity, i.e. item or event, relationships.
To discover the new knowledge based on the entity relationships, we usually apply
the appropriate techniques to the relationships. The examples of techniques are text
mining, graph mining[2], semi-structured mining[57, 36] and web log mining. However,
to discover useful knowledge, some relationships are required to be applied specialized
techniques, say, application. Part II describes a research of data mining applications
based on entity relationships to discover novel knowledge. The target of the application
is the log data of Internet auction site. More particular, the developed system is to
extract auction fraud users based on log data of Internet auction site.
With the recent widespread use of the Internet, Internet auctions have become a
popular means of exchanging goods at reasonable prices. However, auction frauds caused
by abusive IDs have become a serious problem in Internet auction systems. As far as
it goes, it is almost impossible to detect such auction frauds before they occur. As a
result, Internet auction operators have no other choice to deal with auction frauds after
they occurred. To conquer this situation, this part have developed a novel system for
detecting abusive IDs before happens by applying data mining technologies. This part
describes the system in detail.
The reminder of this part is organized as follows. Chapter 1 describes motivation for
developing the system and related works regarding auction fraud detection on auction
sites. Chapter 2 describes the reputation system implemented by the Yahoo! Japan
Auction site, and proposes a support system for detecting auction fraud communities.
Chapter 3 presents an evaluation of the proposed support system. Then Chapter 4
presents conclusion of this work.
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Works
1.1 Motivation
Due to the increasing popularity of the Internet, transactions using Internet auction
systems have become a popular way to exchange goods at reasonable prices. However,
the number of Internet auction frauds has increased with the increasing use of Internet
auction sites. In their 2006 Annual Report, the National White Collar Crime Center
(NW3C) reported that Internet auction fraud is the most frequently reported Internet
crime, accounted for 44.9% of the total crime[41]. In Japan, the National Police Academy
reported that about 20.7% of total cyber crimes were related to Internet auction fraud in
2005[32]1. To reduce the incidence of auction fraud, most Internet auction sites employ
some form of online reputation system[43].
Most online reputation systems consist of feedback scores and comments[62][13]. Once
a transaction has finished, the buyer and seller leave feedback for each other using the
reputation system to provide a measure of the trustworthiness of each participant for
other people. As a result, most Internet auction users draw upon evaluations on the
online reputation system to decide whether they will actually engage in transactions.
Accordingly, online reputation systems and the user feedback process play important
roles in Internet auction sites[15][14].
However, previous studies have indicated that online reputation systems have the
drawback that the reliability of feedback scores is doubtful[11][12][50][55]. These studies
indicated that feedback was highly biased toward positive feedback in online reputation
1Updated information is also available in Japanese. In 2006, 24.2% of total cyber crimes were related
to Internet auction fraud.
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systems. For example, Rubin et al. reported that 98% of feedback was positive[55]2.
This means that users with a few positive feedback entries are not always “good” users.
In fact, many users attempt to commit auction fraud by abusing the online reputation
system. The mechanism is as follows. (1) Many accomplices raise feedback scores
of specific users, i.e., potential fraudsters. (2) When the feedback scores of potential
fraudsters are boosted sufficiently, they then attempt to commit auction fraud. (3)
Due to their high feedback scores, some careless users may participate in the fraudulent
transactions and become victims of auction fraud[9].
To combat this problem, Pandit et al. proposed a system for detecting auction fraud
communities based on reputation system log data[54]. They focused on specific ID re-
lationships, i.e., bipartite core, between fraudsters and accomplices, and then extracted
auction fraud communities by applying a Markov random field model and brief propa-
gation algorithm. However, their approach requires long computational time to extract
auction fraud communities. Moreover, it is difficult to distinguish two types of bipartite
core graph: those composed of general IDs and those composed of auction fraud IDs.
To resolve the above problems, this part proposes a system for detecting auction fraud
communities by referring to the feedback log data. The proposing system focuses on (1)
specific feedback activity patterns between potential fraudsters and their accomplices,
and (2) specific relationships, i.e., bipartite core structure, in auction fraud communities
with regard to feedback activity connections3. Based on the specifications, the proposed
system consists of two steps: (1) extraction of candidate fraudsters to be seed IDs for
auction fraud community extraction, and (2) extraction of auction fraud communities
based on the seed users extracted in the first step.
Technically, the feedback log data represents user ID relationships. Extracting auction
fraud communities based on feedback log data stands for extracting useful knowledge
based on entity relationships. The proposing method is one of the real applications for
extracting knowledge based on entity relationships.
2The percentage of positive feedback on the Yahoo! Japan Auction site were also investigated. The
percentage is reported in Subsection 3.1.
3These specifications are described in section 2.3.
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1.2 Related Work
This section presents related work aimed at detecting auction fraud.
Chua et al. investigated the mechanism of auction fraud and categorized them into 11
different types[7]. According to their study, fraudsters tend to build good reputations
by participating in low-price transactions, such as trading cards, before attempting to
commit fraudulent transactions. Chua et al. concluded that buyers should pay attention
to sellers’ reputation histories[7]. However, they did not discuss how auction operators
discover auction fraudsters.
Chau et al. generated decision trees to discover the features of fraudsters[9]. Their
decision trees were generated based on 17 features of each ID, such as the median prices
and standard deviations of the prices of items bought and sold. However, they did
not consider ID relationships, i.e., fraud communities, in reputation systems and their
method may therefore not be efficient for detecting auction fraud communities.
Wang et al. investigated inflated reputation behaviors to prevent auction fraud, as
such behaviors imply auction fraud[24]. They applied graph theory regarding auction
user IDs as nodes and reputation behaviors as edges, and concluded that the inflated rep-
utation behaviors tend to form K-core structures. Here, K-core is defined as a maximal
sub-graph the node of which is adjacent to at least k other nodes. However, extracting
K-core structures from a large-scale dataset is inefficient with regard to computing cost.
Pandit et al. also proposed a scheme for detecting auction fraud communities based
on reputation systems[54][10]. They also discovered that there are two types of role
in auction fraud communities-fraudsters and accomplices-and their connectivity tends
to form a bipartite core graph structure. Based on their observations, their scheme is
intended to extract bipartite core graphs by considering them as auction fraud com-
munities. Both the proposing scheme and that proposed by Pandit et al. focus on
the bipartite core graph structure of auction fraud communities. However, there are a
number of differences between the two schemes as follows.
1. The input of the scheme proposed by Pandit et al. consists of the whole graph
structure data, including all IDs and all reputation system logs. In addition,
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their scheme mines the bipartite core graph by applying the Markov random field
model and brief propagation algorithm. On the other hand, the proposing scheme
first narrows down IDs that seem to belong to potential fraudsters, and extracts
bipartite core graphs containing such IDs by applying a web community extraction
scheme[42]. Their scheme uses a bottom-up approach to extract communities,
while the proposing uses a top-down approach.
2. Due to the bottom-up approach used, their scheme requires a long time to extract
auction fraud communities. However, once potential fraudsters are detected by
applying the proposing top-down approach, the proposing scheme is able to extract
auction fraud communities within a short time.
3. Their scheme considers all extracted bipartite core graphs as auction fraud com-
munities equally. However, innocent general communities may form bipartite core
graphs, such as communities for particular goods. On the other hand, as the
proposing scheme excludes general communities by narrowing down the seed IDs,
the proposing scheme has a higher degree of precision.
As described above, the proposing scheme has a number of general advantages in ex-
tracting communities within a short time with high precision.
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2.1 Yahoo! Japan Auction Reputation System
Yahoo! Japan Auction[63] is the dominant auction site in Japan1. In 2006, merchan-
dise worth more than US$5.3 billion was transacted on the Yahoo! Japan Auction site
by almost 40 million IDs and the site reached 236 million page views per day in 2006.
Like other auction sites, Yahoo! Japan Auction has a reputation system. This section
describes the reputation system used at Yahoo! Japan Auction.
Once a transaction has been committed, the buyer and seller have a chance to rate
each other by leaving feedback consisting of a free comment and a rating on a five-point
scale2: “excellent,” “good,” “neutral,” “bad,” and “worst.” The proposing scheme
defines feedback with “excellent” and “good” ratings as positive, and those with “bad”
and “worst” ratings as negative.
Participants, i.e., buyers and sellers, have unique IDs in Yahoo! Japan Auction. Every
ID has an associated feedback score to allow others to determine the trustworthiness of
the owner of the ID. As shown in Figure 2.1, in the case of the Yahoo! Japan Auction
reputation system, feedback score is calculated by “the number of IDs leaving positive
feedback” minus “the number of IDs leaving negative feedback.” Note that when a user
leaves multiple feedback for the same ID by committing multiple transactions through
one ID, only the newest rating is considered. This means one user can increase the
feedback score of a certain ID only by one point through one ID, even if there have been
1Although the Yahoo! US Auction site was closed on 16th June 2007, the Yahoo! Japan Auction site
is currently still active.
2In the case of eBay, feedback consists of a free comment and a three-staged rating: “good,” “neutral,”
and “bad.”
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Figure 2.1: Feedback Score in the Yahoo! Japan Auction Reputation System
multiple transactions between the two IDs. For example, even if two users engage in 100
transactions with each other and leave positive feedback for each other for all of the 100
transactions, only one point is added to their respective feedback scores.
2.2 Over View of the System
The proposed system detects auction fraud communities based on the reputation log
data. As described in Section 1.1, the system focuses on specific feedback patterns in
auction fraud communities, and consists of two steps:
1. Extraction of candidate fraudsters to generate seed IDs used in the second step.
2. Extraction of auction fraud communities based on the seed IDs extracted in the
first step.
Subsection 2.3 describes abuse feedback patterns of auction fraudsters and their ac-
complices. Subsection 2.4 describes how to extract candidate fraudsters based on the
reputation system log data and how to extract auction fraud communities based on the
seed IDs by applying a web community extraction scheme.
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2.3 Abuse Feedback Patterns in the Reputation System
The purpose of abuse feedback is to boost feedback scores of specific IDs by com-
mitting many fictitious or low-price transactions. In doing so, such abusive IDs with
high feedback scores are able to earn the trust of general IDs, thus abusive IDs earn an
opportunity to commit auction fraud. As reported previously by Pandit et al.[54], there
are also two types of role in auction fraud communities —fraudsters and accomplices—
on the Yahoo! Japan Auction site. Fraudsters are defined as abusive IDs with high
feedback scores who actually attempt to commit auction fraud. Accomplices are defined
as IDs that raise the fraudster’s feedback score. Both fraudsters and accomplices show
unique behavior patterns, on which the proposing system focuses to extract auction
fraud communities.
2.3.1 Specific Patterns in Fraudsters
Once potential fraudsters are registered on an auction site, they begin to receive pos-
itive feedback from many accomplices belonging to the same auction fraud community.
After the fraudsters have received positive feedback from their accomplices, the increase
in their feedback score will stop as they do not engage in transactions with general users.
Consequently, as indicated by the solid line in Figure 2.2, feedback scores of fraudsters
tend to be boosted over a short period, after which the increase stops. On the other
hand, as indicated by the dotted line in Figure 2.2, feedback scores of general IDs tend
to increase stably.
2.3.2 Specific Pattern of Accomplices
Feedback score in the Yahoo! Japan Auction reputation system is calculated by the
following expression:
G−B (2.1)
where G and B are the numbers of IDs that have left positive and negative feedback,
respectively. This means an accomplice can increase the feedback score of a certain
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Figure 2.2: Differences in Feedback Scores Between General IDs and Fraudsters
fraudster by only one point. As a result, accomplices in the same community tend to
leave positive feedback for as many fraudsters in their community as possible, as show
in Figure 2.3.
2.4 Two Steps to Extract Fraud Communities
2.4.1 First Step: Extract Candidate Fraudsters
As shown in Figure 2.2, in comparison to general IDs, the feedback scores of fraudsters
have the following characteristics:
• Their feedback scores initially increase rapidly.
• Subsequently, the increases in their feedback scores stop.
Based on these characteristics, the proposing system detects IDs with feedback scores
similar to the time series shape indicated by the solid line in Figure 2.2 as candidate
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Figure 2.3: Abuse Feedback Pattern
fraudsters. Later of this sub-section describes how to identify IDs corresponding to the
solid line in Figure 2.2.
The proposed system defines a certain fixed time-period since ID registration, called
window size and denoted as w, and considers two types of increase in feedback score
during w: “actual increase” and “normalized increase.” The actual increase is defined
as the actual time series variation of feedback score, as indicated by the solid line in
Figure 2.4. As shown by the dotted straight line that connects (0, 0) and (w,Rw) in
Figure 2.4, the normalized increase is defined as the time series variation in feedback
score, which increases with a constant slope over w. The system calculates the deviance
between the actual increase and the normalized increase. When a given ID has a large
deviance value, the system detects the ID as a candidate fraudster.
More precisely, the system divides the time period w into L partitions to reduce
computing cost3. Here, the actual feedback score at time t as rt is defined, and represent
the actual increase from time 0 to time w with the following L+ 1 dimension vector.
Rw0 = (r0, r 1
L
w, · · · , rL−1
L
w, rw) (2.2)
3The detailed reason is described later in this section.
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The system also represent the normalized increase from time 0 to time w with the L+1
dimension vector described below:
Nw0 = (n0, n 1
L
w, · · · , nL−1
L
w, nw) (2.3)
Here, nt|0 ≥ t ≥ w is the normalized feedback score with regard to the time period w
at time t, and is defined as follows:
nt =
rw
w
t (2.4)
The deviance between the actual increase and the normalized increase, represented as
D, is defined as follows:
Dw0 = R
w
0 −Nw0 =
L∑
i=0
d i
L
w (2.5)
where dt = rt − nt. Figure 2.4 illustrates the case where w and L are 30 and 6, respec-
tively.
The system computes the D value for each ID, and extracts IDs whose D values exceed
the threshold specified by the auction operators.
The number of partitions L controls the computing cost. When a large value of L is
specified, we can calculate the difference between the actual increase and the normalized
increase precisely, as the deviance value comes close to the integral of (rt − nt), as
described below:
lim
L→∞
Dw0 = lim
L→∞
L∑
i=0
d i
L
w =
∫ w
0
(rt − nt)dt (2.6)
However, the first step calculates the deviance values of all IDs. Specifying a large value
of L causes excessive memory consumption. Therefore, it is practical to specify a low
value of L, such as 5 partitions.
2.4.2 Second Step: Extracting Auction Fraud Communities
The second step is to extract auction fraud communities based on the seed IDs ex-
tracted in the first step. As described in Section 2.3, fraudsters tend to receive positive
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Figure 2.4: Example of Deviance Value (w=30, L=6)
feedback from many accomplices belonging to the same auction fraud community, and
accomplices belonging to the same community leave positive feedback for the same fraud-
sters.
When we consider directed graphs by regarding IDs as nodes and feedback activities
as directed edges, the activities of such fraud communities should be dense bipartite core
graphs. Consequently, in the second step, the proposed system extracts auction fraud
communities by applying the DBG algorithm[42], which is a web community extraction
scheme.
Let S be a set of IDs extracted as candidate fraudsters in the first step. In the second
step, S is turned to a set of seed IDs. Here, let s be any IDs in a set of candidate
fraudsters, S. The second step is to extract dense bipartite core graphs containing s.
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INPUT: a seed ID s for community extraction
OUTPUT: a set of Fraudsters F
a set of Accomplices A
Procedure:
1 Let the set of candidate accomplices be Acandidate = {φ}.
2 Let the set of fraudsters be F = {s}.
3 For each ID that leaves feedback for s, denoted as u.
4 Acandidate = Acandidate ∪ {u}.
5 Find IDs that receive feedback from p or more IDs in Acandidate, denoted as V .
6 if V = {φ}
7 {
8 // The seed ID s is not considered a fraudster.
9 F = {φ}. // A is also {φ}
10 }
11 else
12 {
13 // The seed ID s is considered a fraudster.
14 F = F ∪ V .
15 For each ID that left feedback to p or more IDs in F , denoted as u′.
16 A = A ∪ {u′}.
17 }
18 Return F and A
Figure 2.5: The Second Step Procedure
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Figure 2.6: Process to Extract Auction Communities
Formally, the second step extracts both a set of fraudsters, F , and a set of accomplices,
A, where every fraudster in F receives feedback from p or more accomplices in the same
community, and every accomplice in A leaves feedback for p or more fraudsters in F .
Here p is a user-specified parameter. In the second step, the system applies the procedure
which is shown in Figure 2.5 to every ID, denoted as s, in the set of seed IDs, S.
In line 5 and 15 of the second step procedure, the second step adds constraints such
as “p or more IDs” to exclude general IDs, as shown in Figure 2.6.
In Figure 2.6, “General User 1” received one feedback from one ID in Accomplices.
In this case, “General User 1” seems not to be a member of Fraudsters, as it is possible
that some Accomplices sometimes engage in honest transactions. To exclude IDs such
as “General User 1,” the second step procedure profinds IDs that receive feedback from
p or more IDs in the candidate Accomplices in line 5.
For the same reason, it is possible that some fraudsters will sometimes engage in honest
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transactions with general users, such as “General User 2” in Figure 2.6. To exclude IDs
such as “General User 2,” the second step procedure finds IDs that left feedback for p
or more IDs in Fraudsters in line 15.
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Chapter3 Evaluation
This Chapter evaluated the performance of the proposed system with a real dataset, log
data from the Yahoo! Japan Auction reputation system. Subsection 3.1 first describes
the log data of the Yahoo! Japan Auction reputation system. Subsection 3.2 presents
evaluation of the precision of the first step, extracting candidate fraudsters. Subsec-
tion 3.3 compares the first step with another naive method. Finally, the second step,
extracting auction fraud communities in Subsection3.4, was evaluated.
3.1 Dataset
As a dataset, the evaluation used the Yahoo! Japan Auction site reputation system log
data from 7th April 2005 to 7th September 2005. The dataset consisted of 59,383,524
feedback logs from 3,577,023 IDs. The distribution of feedback logs is shown in Fig-
ure 3.1. Among the 59,383,524 log entries, 562,643 (0.95%) were classified as “worst,”
85,450 (0.14%) were “bad,” 396,037 (0.67%) were “neutral,” 531,058 were “good,” and
57,808,336 were “excellent.” Those classified as “worst” and “bad” were categorized
as negative, while those classified as “good” and “excellent” were categorized as posi-
tive; the dataset then consisted of 1.09% negative feedback, 0.67% neutral feedback, and
98.24% positive feedback.
As described in Section 1.1, previous research indicated that reputation systems are
highly biased toward positive feedback[11][12][50][55], and this was confirmed for the
Yahoo! Japan Auction site reputation system.
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Figure 3.1: Distribution of Feedback Ratings
3.2 Precision of the First Step
Prior to the first step, the evaluation excludes “store IDs” and “IDs registered before
7th April 2005” from the set of computation target IDs at the first step. Here, “store
IDs” are those IDs that are registered as authorized stores on the Yahoo! Japan Auction
site. To obtain a store ID, the user must pass the Yahoo! Japan Auction review. As store
IDs have passed the review, the evaluation excludes them from the extraction target.
Moreover, IDs registered before 7th April 2005 were excluded, because it is impossible
to extract IDs that have already boosted their feedback score before the first day of the
reputation system log data.
As a result of preprocessing, the number of extraction target IDs became 68,241. The
deviance values of 68,241 IDs were computed with a specified window size: i.e., time
period, w = 30days, number of partitions, L = 6.
Then, The 68,241 IDs were sorted in descending order of their deviance value. The
evaluation next checked a total of 7,000 IDs with regard to whether they were available
or unavailable on 18th January 2006. The 7,000 IDs checked consisted of the top 1 to
1,000, top 10,001 to 11,000, top 20,001 to 21,000,· · · , top 60,001 to 61,000 IDs. Then,
these 7,000 IDs were divided into 7 groups: top 1 to 1,000, top 10,001 to 11,000,· · · ,
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Figure 3.2: Deviance Value vs. Percentages of Available IDs and Unavailable IDs
top 60,001 to 61,000. In each group, the number of available IDs and the number of
unavailable IDs were counted. The results are shown in Figure 3.2.
As shown in Figure 3.2, the number of unavailable IDs converged around 10% as the
deviance order decreased. This result indicated that 10% of users had withdrawn their
IDs regardless of their deviance values. Here, IDs became unavailable for one of two
reasons:
• Users withdrew their IDs themselves (withdrawn ID).
• The auction site operators made abuse IDs unavailable (abuse ID).
Next, this evaluation made the following two assumptions:
• IDs that have a low deviance value do not engage in auction fraud.
• There are no IDs made unavailable by the auction site operators among those IDs
with low deviance values.
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Figure 3.3: Precision of Top 1,000 IDs in Deviance Point Ranking
When these assumptions were approved, unavailable IDs in the top 1 to 1,000 (44%)
consisted of 10% withdrawn IDs and 34% abuse IDs.
The evaluation also checked the top 1,000 IDs manually and categorized the top 1,000
IDs into the following 4 groups, the proportions of which are shown in Figure 3.3:
• Available (innocent) ID
• Available abuse ID
• Unavailable abuse ID
• Unavailable withdrawn ID
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As shown in Figure 3.3, there were 549 abuse IDs (fraudsters) in the top 1,000 IDs,
which were narrowed down by the first step of the proposing system. This precision is
sufficient for extraction of candidate fraudsters.
3.3 Comparison of the First Step with a Naive Approach
Fraudsters receive a great deal of positive feedback over a short period. Based on this
observation, the following naive approach to extract candidate fraudsters was considered:
“focusing on increasing the rate of feedback score, and extracting IDs as candidate
fraudsters when their increase rate exceeds the operator-specified threshold.” In this
section, this naive approach is called as the “increasing rate approach.” On the other
hand, the first step of the proposing system is called as the “deviance value approach.”
This evaluation compared the deviance value approach with the increasing rate approach,
and then picked the top 1,000 IDs by applying both approaches as follows.
Deviance Value Approach: 10 types of set were extracted from the top 1,000 IDs
with w set to 15, 30, 45, · · · , 150days. The number of partitions, L , was set by w/5,
such as 15
/
5, 30
/
5, 45
/
5, · · · , 150/5. Then, the number of unavailable IDs in each set
was counted.
Increasing Rate Approach: The rate of increase was defined as follows:
rw − r0
w
(3.1)
The rates of increase for all IDs were calculated with w specified as 15, 30, 45, · · · , 150days.
In addition, for each value of w, all IDs were ordered by descending order of increase
rate, and extracted the top 1,000 IDs. Finally, the number of unavailable IDs among
the top 1,000 IDs in each set was counted.
Figure 3.4 shows the number of unavailable IDs on the 30th January 20061. As shown
in Figure 3.4, the deviance value approach can include more unavailable IDs in the top
1,000 IDs regardless of window size, w. This is because the increasing rate approach
cannot distinguish well-known general IDs and fraudsters. In addition, the deviance
1The checked date is different from the date of the previous evaluation in 3.2 that results in more
unavailable IDs, i.e., 490 at w = 30, while the number is 443 in 3.2.
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Figure 3.4: Comparison between the Deviance Value Approach and the Increasing Rate
Approach
value approach can include the greatest number of unavailable IDs when we specify
w as 30 days. This means that the majority of feedback score boosting tends to be
accomplished within one month.
3.4 Precision of Extracted Auction Fraud Communities
This evaluation investigated the precision of the second step. The evaluation ex-
tracted auction fraud communities based on the top 1,000 IDs extracted in the first
step with w = 30, L = 30
/
5. In this evaluation, p was specified as {10, 15, 20, 25,
30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60}. Then, all seed IDs of the extracted communities were checked
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Table 3.1: Result Statistics of the Second Step
p Call Cfraud Precision
10 270 169 62.59%
15 183 126 68.85%
20 131 101 77.10%
25 102 85 83.33%
30 68 58 85.29%
35 59 53 89.83%
40 55 51 92.73%
45 53 50 94.34%
50 51 50 98.04%
55 51 50 98.04%
60 51 50 98.04%
Call: The number of Extracted Communi-
ties
Cfraud: The number of Extracted Auction
Fraud Communities
manually with p = {10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60} to determine whether they
were fraudsters or not.
Table 3.1 shows the number of extracted communities2, the number of extracted auc-
tion fraud communities, and precision calculated by the following expression:
Precision =
Call
Cfraud
(3.2)
where Call is the number of extracted communities and Cfraud is the number of extracted
auction fraud communities.
2The second step generates one community by one seed ID. A set of extracted communities may
include duplicated communities. This evaluation did not consider duplicated communities. That is,
when we generated duplicated communities, they were counted individually.
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Figure 3.5: The # of Extracted Communities and the # of Extracted Auction Fraud
Communities
This evaluation also illustrate the relationship between the number of extracted com-
munities/extracted auction fraud communities and the parameter p in Figure 3.5, and
the relationship between the precision and the parameter p in Figure 3.6.
As shown in Figure 3.5, as the parameter p increased, the number of extracted com-
munities decreased, as p is reduced with extraction of small communities. As shown in
Figure 3.6, the precision increased as the parameter p increased. When the parameter p
was specified as 50, the precision became 98.4%.
Figures 3.5 and 3.6 indicate that the size of auction fraud communities will become
large, as auction frauds tend to be achieved by many fraudsters and accomplices. Speci-
fying the parameter p as a large value or excluding small communities are good strategies
to focus on extracting auction fraud communities.
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Figure 3.6: Precision of the Second Step
3.5 Examples of Extracted Communities
Figures 3.7 and 3.8 show examples of auction fraud communities extracted with spec-
ifying p = 10. In Figure 3.7, centrally located nodes are fraudsters, and laterally located
nodes are accomplices. Figure 3.8 shows an example of a large-scale auction fraud com-
munity. Note that this community actually existed.
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Figure 3.7: An Example of an Auction Fraud Community
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Figure 3.8: An Example of a Large-Scale Auction Fraud Community
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Chapter4 Conclusion
This part proposed a system for extracting auction fraud communities based on reputa-
tion system log data, as a one of real application for entity relationships.
The proposed system consists of two steps: (1) extraction of candidate fraudsters as
seed IDs for auction fraud community extraction, and (2) extraction of auction fraud
communities based on the seed IDs extracted in the first step.
The first step focuses on the deviance value of feedback score to narrow down candidate
fraudsters. The second step extracts fraud communities by applying the web community
extraction approach. The evaluation showed that the precision of the first step was
54.9% among the top 1,000 IDs, and the precision of the second step was 98.04% with
specification of the parameter p = 50. The two-step approach is efficient not only
to extract auction fraud communities but also to exclude communities that consist of
general IDs.
Further studies are required to address the following two points.
• It is necessary to check the precision of extracted accomplices.
• The system focuses on extraction of bipartite core graphs. However, there may be
other mechanisms to commit auction fraud. Thus, it is necessary to investigate
other mechanisms to enhance auction fraud prevention.
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